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REPORT OF THE STANDING COMMITTEE ON UNIFORM LEGISLATION AND STATUTES
REVIEW
IN RELATION TO THE

FOOD BILL 2005

1

REFERENCE AND PROCEDURE

1.1

On 22 June 2006, the Food Bill 2005 (Bill) stood referred to the Uniform Legislation
and Statutes Review Committee (Committee) pursuant to Standing Order 230A.

1.2

Pursuant to Standing Order 230A(4) the Committee is required to report to the
Legislative Council within 30 calendar days of the first reading of the Bill. The
Committee was due to report by 22 July 2006. The Committee, however, sought and
obtained from the Legislative Council on 27 June 2006 an extension of time in which
to report up to 27 September 2006.

1.3

Legislative Council Standing Order 230A (5) prevents the Committee inquiring into
the policy of the Bill.

Inquiry procedure
1.4

The Committee sought public submissions in relation to the Bill.

1.5

An advertisement was placed in The West Australian newspaper on 1 July 2006
calling for submissions. The deadline for the lodgement of submissions was Friday,
14 July 2006.

1.6

The Committee also wrote directly to the following stakeholder groups seeking
submissions:
•

Australian Hotels Association;

•

Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Western Australia;

•

Restaurant and Catering Western Australia;

•

Western Australian Local Government Association.

1.7

Submissions were received from all stakeholder groups.

1.8

On 9 August 2006 the Committee conducted a hearing with:
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•

Mr William Calder Manager, Dairy Safety Branch, Environmental Health
Directorate, Department of Health;

•

Mr Lindsay Gillam, Acting Principal Food Scientist, Department of Health;
and

•

Mr Walter Arrow, Senior Food Scientist, Department of Health.

2

UNIFORM LEGISLATION

2.1

The Bill has been referred to the Committee because it contains uniform legislation
within the meaning of Standing Order 230A (1).

2.2

National legislative schemes implementing uniform legislation take a variety of forms.
Nine different structures, each with a varying degree of emphasis on national
consistency or uniformity of laws and adaptability, have been identified. The
structures are summarised in Appendix 1.

2.3

When examining uniform legislation, the Committee considers what are known as
‘fundamental legislative scrutiny principles’. Although not formally adopted by the
Legislative Council as part of the Committee’s terms of reference, the Committee
applies the principles as a convenient framework for the scrutiny of uniform
legislation. These principles are set out in Appendix 2.

3

BACKGROUND

3.1

The current system of joint Australia and New Zealand food standards was initially
established under treaty in 1995. Within Australia the system is based upon the initial
1991 Commonwealth, State and Territory Agreement in relation to the adoption of
uniform food standards and continues under the Food Regulation Agreement 2002.1
See Appendix 3 for a diagram of the Australia and New Zealand Food Regulatory
Model.

3.2

The Food Regulation Agreement 2002 (Agreement) was signed by the Council of
Australian Governments (COAG) on 6 December 2002. See Appendix 4 for a copy of
the Agreement.

3.3

The Agreement required the Commonwealth to establish a statutory authority known
as Food Standards Australia New Zealand (FSANZ).2

3.4

Pursuant to the Agreement the Food Standards Australia New Zealand Act 1991 (Cth)
(Act) was enacted. The Act provides the legislative framework for development and
variation of joint food regulation and establishes FSANZ.

1

Australia and New Zealand Food Standards Code, Commentary, p1.

2

Clause 8, Food Regulation Agreement 2002.

2
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3.5

FSANZ is responsible for the development and maintenance of a joint Australia New
Zealand Food Standards Code.3

3.6

Standards developed or varied by FSANZ are subject to review by the Australia and
New Zealand Food Regulation Ministerial Council.4

3.7

Part IV of the Agreement requires the States and Territories to legislate to give effect
to model food provisions for administration and enforcement of the Food Standards
Code.

3.8

The model food provisions are grouped into Annex A and Annex B of the Agreement.

3.9

The Bill is the Western Australian legislation which will provide for the
administration and enforcement of the Food Standards Code. Currently provisions
adopting the Food Standards Code are found in the Health (ANZ Food Standards
Code Adoption) Regulations 2001.5

3.10

The Agreement requires the State legislation to contain:
3.10.1 the core uniform provisions that are consistent with all those contained in
Annex A (with the exception of one clause which is optional)6; and
3.10.2 whichever provisions the State chooses to include from Annex B in a manner
consistent with the provision. (These clauses are administrative in nature).7

3.11

Hon. Sue Ellery MLC, Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for Health,
stated in the Second Reading Speech on the Bill that the model food provisions were
developed through an extensive consultation process.8

4

HOW WILL THE FOOD LAW IN THIS STATE VARY FROM THAT OF OTHERS

4.1

The Committee received a submission raising concerns about the national consistency
of food legislation.9 The Committee asked the Health Department how the provisions
of the Bill vary from those in other States and Territories and was advised:10

3

Section 7, Food Standards Australia and New Zealand Act 1991 (Cth).

4

Section 11A, Food Standards Australia and New Zealand Act 1991 (Cth).

5

Section 4.

6

Clause 14, Food Regulation Agreement 2002.

7

Clause 8, Food Regulation Agreement 2002.

8

Hon Sue Ellery MLC, Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for Health, WA, Legislative
Council, Parliamentary Debates (Hansard), Thursday, 22 June, 2006, p4178.

9

Submission No 1 from Chamber of Commerce and Industry, Western Australia, 14 July 2006.

10

Letter from A/Principal Food Scientist, Department of Health, 22 August 2006, p7.
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The main difference is in the registration provisions. Not all states
and territories charge fees for registration and where they do, fees
may differ between jurisdictions.
Another difference is that the Food Bill provides the ability to exempt
small community fund raising activities from some of the
administrative requirements of the legislation. The ACT and
Queensland have similar provisions and the other jurisdictions do
not.
The significant requirements, such as compliance with the food safety
standards, will apply equally in all jurisdictions. The result of the
legislation is that WA food businesses will be placed on a level
playing field with the rest of Australia, as currently the Food Hygiene
Regulations under the Health Act mean that WA businesses are
subject to more onerous requirements.
5

THE BILL

5.1

The long title of the Bill describes it as a Bill for:
‘An Act providing for the safety of food for human consumption, and
for related purposes’.

5.2

The second reading speech explains that the current provisions dealing with food in
the Health Act 1911 are repealed and replaced by the Bill.11

5.3

The Committee notes that the Bill was amended prior to its entry into the Legislative
Council.

5.4

The Bill also makes consequential amendments to the Liquor Licensing Act 1988.12

5.5

The objects of the Bill include the following:
5.5.1

to ensure food for sale is both safe and suitable for human consumption;

5.5.2

to prevent misleading conduct in connection with sale of food; and

5.5.3

to provide for the application in this State of the Food Standards Code.

11

Hon Sue Ellery MLC, Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for Health, WA, Legislative
Council, Parliamentary Debates (Hansard), Thursday 22 June 2006, p4178.

12

Clause 148, Food Bill 2005.

4
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6

SELECTED CLAUSES OF THE BILL

Clause 2 Commencement
6.1

6.2

The Bill comes into operation on the day it receives the Royal Assent, however
commencement of some Parts are delayed as follows:
•

Part 9 (Food Registration) comes into operation 6 months after the Act
receives Royal Assent;

•

Clause 147(5) which repeals Part 5 Division 3 of the Health Act 1911 comes
into operation 6 months after the Act receives Royal Assent. Part 5 Division 3
of the Health Act 1911 provides for regulation of eating-houses;

•

Clauses 147 (11), (12), (13), commence on a day fixed by proclamation.
These clauses repeal ss 246 F 246FA and 246 FB of the Health Act 1911
which relate to meat inspection fees; and

•

Part 8 (Approval of food safety auditors) commences on a day fixed by
proclamation.

In relation to the commencement clauses above, the Committee sought clarification on
the following issues:
•

how far the drafting of regulations had progressed;

•

when the commencement date was; and

•

what steps would be taken to provide education to industry about the proposed
Act and regulations.

6.3

With regard to the progress of the drafting of regulations the Committee was advised
that “drafting of regulations has not yet commenced. Development of policy for the
regulations has commenced, but some significant areas are not yet completed.”13

6.4

The Committee queried whether draft regulations would be available for the perusal of
the house at the time the Bill was debated in the Legislative Council. In response the
Health Department advised “Draft regulations are unlikely to be available until
November at the earliest.”14

13

Letter from A/Principal Food Scientist, Department of Health, 22 August 2006, p3 correcting Mr Lindsay
Gillam, A/Senior Food Scientist, Health Department, Transcript of Evidence, 9 August 2006, p1.

14

Letter from A/Principal Food, Scientist Department of Health, 22 August 2006, p2.
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6.5

In relation to education the Committee heard that:15
The department sees the need to provide information to all its
stakeholders, not just to industry but also to local government people,
who are referred to as enforcement agencies in the legislation. We
have planned what we believe is a comprehensive information
dissemination session over the next 12 months. We have budgeted for
it and included it in the business plan for our branch. We will be
attending all major regional centres in Western Australia. We have
in preparation fliers and other information and guidelines - what we
have been calling a package. That package will be targeted at
industry, which will obviously need to gear up in some ways, and
enforcement agencies …
A lot of information on this has already been provided.

6.6

The Committee was further advised on this point that:16
The Department of Health is developing a website, which will provide
supporting information for both industry and local government.

Definition of food
6.7

Food is defined in cl 9 of the Bill:
Meaning of “food”
(1) In this Act, “food” includes —
(a)

any substance or thing of a kind used, or represented
as being for use, for human consumption (whether it
is live, raw, prepared or partly prepared);

(b)

any substance or thing of a kind used, or represented
as being for use, as an ingredient or additive in a
substance or thing referred to in paragraph (a);

(c)

any substance used in preparing a substance or thing
referred to in paragraph (a) (other than a substance
used in preparing a living thing) if it comes into
direct contact with the substance or thing referred to
in that paragraph, such as a processing aid;

15

Mr Lindsay Gillam, A/Senior Food Scientist, Health Department, Transcript of Evidence, 9 August 2006,
pp1-2.

16

Letter from A/Principal Food Scientist, Department of Health, 22 August 2006, p1.

6
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(d)

chewing gum or an ingredient or additive in chewing
gum, or any substance used in preparing chewing
gum; and

(e)

any substance or thing declared to be a food under a
declaration in force under the Commonwealth Food
Standards Australia New Zealand Act 1991 s 3B,

whether or not the substance, thing or chewing gum is in a condition
fit for human consumption.

6.8

(2)

However, “food” does not include a therapeutic good within
the meaning of the Commonwealth Therapeutic Goods Act
1989.

(3)

To avoid doubt, “food” may include live animals and plants.

The Committee received a submission expressing concern that the definition of food
appeared to be widening.17 The Committee sought clarification on this point from the
Health Department and was advised as follows:18
The interpretation or definition of food has not expanded. Where it
appears in the current Health Act has been consolidated into one
distinct area. That is basically what has been done: it has not been
expanded.

Clause 5 Water
6.9

The Committee was advised that water falls within the definition of food for the
purposes of the Bill.19 Clause 5 of the Bill however, excludes from a number of
provisions suppliers who supply water for human consumption through a reticulated
water system.

6.10

The Committee was advised that reticulated water is:20
originally supplied by major companies or organisations such as the
Water Corporation delivered through pipes …

6.11

The Committee was further advised that:21

17

Submission No 2 from Australian Hotels Association, 14 July 2006, p1.

18

Mr Walter Arrow, Senior Food Scientist, Department of Health, Transcript of Evidence, 9 August 2006,
p5.

19

Letter from A/Principal Food Scientist, Department of Health, 22 August 2006, p3.

20

Mr Walter Arrow, Senior Food Scientist, Department of Health, Transcript of Evidence, 9 August 2006,
p2.
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These parts do not apply to water suppliers because either other
regulatory schemes provide similar safeguards or because the
provisions are not appropriate to reticulated water supplies eg the
addition of chlorine to a food would normally be an offence under ss
14 or 18(1.)
6.12

The Committee was advised as follows:
•

bottled or packaged water would be covered by the Bill; and 22

•

once tap water is added to other food ingredients, and is offered for sale, then
it is recognised as a food.23

Charities
6.13

The Committee was advised that charitable organisations that provide food free of
charge do not come within the provisions of the Bill.24

6.14

Charitable organisations that sell food fall within the provisions of the Bill.

6.15

Clause 6 provides for the making of regulations to exempt prescribed activities of a
charitable or community nature from all or any of the provisions of the Act.

6.16

The Committee was advised that cl 6 is “intended to apply to small operations such as
the CWA cake stall or the occasional sausage sizzle.”25

6.17

The Health Department advised the Committee that:
We are very conscious, and we have been told quite clearly by the
minister, that we are to exclude charitable institutions and prescribed
activities from the burdensome administrative requirements that may
fall on other sectors of the food industry. In a nutshell, we have said
that we know that they can cause food poisoning, and we want
enforcement agencies to see that they comply with the food standards
code so that nobody is at risk from eating at one of those places, but
at the same time we do not want people having to apply six months in

21

Letter from A/Principal Food Scientist, Department of Health, 22 August 2006, p3.

22

Mr Walter Arrow, Senior Food Scientist, Department of Health, Transcript of Evidence, 9 August 2006,

23

Letter from A/Principal Food Scientist, Department of Health, 7 September 2006, p3

24

Letter from A/Principal Food Scientist, Department of Health, 22 August 2006, p3.

25

Letter from A/Principal Food Scientist, Department of Health, 22 August 2006, p3.
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advance and do all sorts of onerous and burdensome administrative
26
duties that might subtract from the advantages of having them.
6.18

The Committee also heard that under proposed regulations “charity and community
groups will be exempt from a variety of administrative burdens but they will be limited
to something like 12 activities a year”.27

6.19

The Committee understands that it is anticipated under cl 6 that charitable and
community organisations would be exempted from Parts 8 (auditing) and 9
(registration of food businesses).28.

Volunteers (Protection from Liability) Amendment Bill
6.20

The Committee notes that the Volunteers (Protection from Liability) Amendment Bill
2006 is currently before the House.29 This bill protects food donors and grocery
product donors, in circumstances described by the Bill, from civil liability for personal
injury arising from consumption of a donated product. This bill was not examined in
detail by the Committee as it is currently before the House and has not been referred
to the Committee.

Primary production
6.21

Clause 11 defines ‘primary food production’ as the growing, raising, cultivation,
picking, harvesting, collection or catching of food, including:
•

transportation or delivery of food from or between the premises on which it
was grown, raised, cultivated, picked, harvested, collected or caught;

•

the packing, treating (for example, washing) or storing of food on the
premises on which it was grown, or raised;

•

the storage of food in a silo that is not connected with a food processing
operation and the transportation or delivery of food from, between or to such
silos;

•

the sale of livestock at saleyards and the transportation of livestock to and
from saleyards; and

26

Mr Lindsay Gillam, A/Senior Food Scientist, Health Department, Transcript of Evidence, 9 August 2006,
p2.

27

Mr Walter Arrow, Senior Food Scientist, Department of Health, Transcript of Evidence, 9 August 2006,
p2.

28

Mr Lindsay Gillam, A/Senior Food Scientist, Health Department, Transcript of Evidence, 9 August 2006,
p3.

29

Hon Adele Farina MLC, WA, Legislative Council, Parliamentary Debates (Hansard), 29 June 2006,
p4550.
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•

6.22

6.23

any other food production activity that is regulated by or under an Act
prescribed by the regulations for the purposes of this subsection.

“Primary food production” does not include:
•

any process involving the substantial transformation of food (for example,
manufacturing or canning) regardless of whether the process is carried out on
the premises on which the food was grown, cultivated, picked, harvested,
collected or caught;

•

the sale or service of food directly to the public; or

•

any other food production activity that is prescribed by the regulations for the
purposes of this subsection.

Hon Sue Ellery MLC in the second reading speech on the Bill stated that:
Although most primary food production activities will be excluded
from the operation of the Bill several significant activities will be
brought within the scope of the Bill by regulation where food
production has a significant potential to impact on the safety of the
food sold to consumers.30

6.24

In 2002 FSANZ was given responsibility for developing Primary Production and
Processing Standards (PPPS). The PPPS will mean food safety standards can be
applied, where necessary, throughout the whole food chain ‘from paddock to plate’.31

6.25

The Explanatory Memorandum notes:
Clause 11 (2) (c), provides a mechanism for food production activities
to be prescribed by regulation in order to bring them within the scope
of the Bill. This provision may be used for significant primary food
production activities where there is a potential risk for food safety
before the production phase eg dairies and seafood processing.32

6.26

The PPPS for seafood was gazetted on 26 May 2005. Seafood businesses have two
years to comply with the standard.33

30

Hon Sue Ellery, MLC, WA, Legislative Council, Parliamentary Debates (Hansard), Thursday, 22 June
2006, p4178.

31

http://www.foodstandards.gov.au/thecode/primaryproductionprocessingstandards/index.cfm, (viewed on
14 September 2006).

32

Explanatory Memorandum, p4.

33

http://www.foodstandards.gov.au/thecode/primaryproductionprocessingstandards/seafoodstandards/
index.cfm (viewed on 14 September 2006).

10
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6.27

The Committee was advised that seafood would be prescribed under cl 11(2) (c).34

6.28

Other PPPS are being developed for the Poultry Meat, Dairy and Egg industries.35

Part 3 Offences relating to food
6.29

Penalties for offences have increased significantly with the current maximum penalty
increasing from $5,00036 to $100,000 for individuals and $500,000 for corporations.37
Imprisonment may be imposed for some serious offences.38

6.30

The Committee notes that the penalty indicated in the Bill is the maximum penalty
and that a lesser penalty may be imposed.39

6.31

The Committee was advised:
Penalties have been brought into line with what we see is the new age
reference to penalties and offences. For example, I believe that under
the Environmental Protection Act 1986, there is $1 million. Fines of
that significance are now no longer uncommon. The maximum
penalty under the Health Act was $2 500. I think that was seen as
grossly inadequate for the sorts of offences that might be applied.
Therefore, again, there has been national consistency in terms of the
way that the fine structures have been implemented, but we see them
as consistent with other legislation, some of which does not have the
ability to impact on human health as something like this does through
potential breaches of the legislation.40

6.32

The Bill divides offences into two divisions: ‘serious’ and ‘other offences’.

6.33

The serious offences require that the offender knew or ought reasonably to have
known that they were committing the offending behaviour. In cases where an
offender had actual knowledge a fine of up to $100,000 and a period of imprisonment

34

Mr Walter Arrow, Senior Food Scientist, Department of Health, Transcript of Evidence, 9 August 2006,
p6.

35

http://www.foodstandards.gov.au/thecode/primaryproductionprocessingstandards/index.cfm, (viewed on
14 September 2006).

36

Schedule 5, Health Act 1911.

37

Part 3 Food Bill 2005.

38

Clause 14(1), 15(1), 16(1) and (3) Food Bill 2005.

39

Section 9 Sentencing Act 1995.

40

Mr Lindsay Gillam, A/Senior Food Scientist, Health Department, Transcript of Evidence, 9 August 2006,
pp6,7
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for up to two years may be imposed. Where an offender ought reasonably to have
known, the fine is lower and imprisonment is not available as a penalty.41
Strict liability offences
6.34

Part 3 Division 2 of the Bill creates ‘Other offences relating to food’. The
Explanatory Memorandum advises that cl 17 and other clauses in the division42 create
‘strict liability’ offences.

6.35

Strict liability offences involve penalising someone for an action whether or not they
have guilty intent.

6.36

The Committee notes that Part 11, cl 127, also imposes strict liability on employers
for offences committed by employees.

6.37

Strict liability offences of this nature are currently contained in the Health Act 191143
however the Committee provides observations on these offences because:

6.38

•

penalties proposed under the Bill are significantly higher than those that
currently exist under the Health Act 1911; and

•

the Committee received a submission raising concern regarding the liability of
an employer for offences of an employee in cl 127.44

Part 11, cl 127, provides that:
(1)

(2)

If an employee contravenes any provision of this Act, the
employer is taken to have contravened the same provision
whether or not the employee contravened the provision —
(a)

without the employer’s authority; or

(b)

contrary to the employer’s orders or instructions.

It is a defence in proceedings against an employer for such a
contravention if it is established that the employer —
(a)

had no knowledge of the contravention; and

(b)

could not, by the exercise of due diligence, have
prevented the contravention.

41

For example Clause 14 Food Bill 2005.

42

Clauses 18, 19, 20, 21, 22.

43

See for example: Section 246ZV, Health Act 1911.

44

Submission No 2 from Australian Hotels Association, 14 July 2006, p2.
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(3)

An employer may be proceeded against and convicted under
a provision in accordance with this section whether or not the
employee has been proceeded against or convicted under that
provision.

6.39

In Western Australia Chapter 5 of the Criminal Code provides excuses and defences
to actions or omissions that constitute offences.45

6.40

Section 36 of the Criminal Code provides that Chapter 5 applies to all persons charged
with any offence against the statute law of Western Australia.

6.41

The defence of mistake of fact is found in Chapter 5 s24:
24. Mistake of fact
A person who does or omits to do an act under an honest and
reasonable, but mistaken, belief in the existence of any state of things
is not criminally responsible for the act or omission to any greater
extent than if the real state of things had been such as he believed to
exist.
The operation of this rule may be excluded by the express or implied
provisions of the law relating to the subject.

6.42

The Committee notes that the imposition of strict liability for an offence has been
considered by previous Legislative Council Committees and Parliamentary
Committees in other jurisdictions.46

6.43

The Committee considered the strict liability provisions of the Bill.

Availability of defences
6.44

Part 3 Division 3 contains defences and includes the defence of due diligence which
applies in any proceedings for an offence. The defence of due diligence succeeds if:
the person concerned proves that they took all reasonable precautions
and exercised due diligence in order to prevent the offence.47

45

Criminal Code Compilation Act 1913.

46

Uniform Legislation and General Purposes Committee: Report No 1: Offshore Minerals Bills, June 2002,
especially chapter 4, p50; Report No 3: Censorship Amendment Bill 2002, October 2002, pp11 -12.
Commonwealth, Senate, Standing Committee for the Scrutiny of Bills, Report 6, Application of Absolute
and Strict Liability Offences in Commonwealth Legislation, 26 June 2002, Strict and Absolute Liability:
Discussion Paper 8, Legislation Review Committee, NSW, Legislative Assembly, June 2006.

47

Explanatory Memorandum, p7.
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6.45

Part 11 s127 provides that an employer will have a defence where they had no
knowledge of the employee’s contravention; and could not, by the exercise of due
diligence, have prevented the contravention.

6.46

The Committee was advised that:48
The Health Act provisions provide a similar liability of employers in
relation to the actions of employees. The inclusion of a due diligence
defence will meet the objective of protecting human health by
requiring food businesses to accept primary responsibility for
compliance with food legislation by taking all reasonable precautions
and all due diligence.
An employer will have a defence if the employer had no knowledge of
the contravention, and could not, by the exercise of due diligence,
have prevented the contravention.

6.47

Section 24 expressly provides that its operation may be excluded expressly or
impliedly. The Bill does not expressly exclude s24 of the Criminal Code.

6.48

The Committee considered whether s24 of the Criminal Code may have been
impliedly excluded in the Bill. In order for s24 of the Criminal Code to be impliedly
excluded it is necessary to look at the penal section of the relevant Act to determine
whether that section “is inconsistent with the co-existence of s24 so that effect cannot
be given to both at the same time”.49

6.49

The Committee noted that there may be a question as to whether the inclusion of due
diligence as a defence in Division 3 and cl 127 impliedly excludes the operation of s24
of the Criminal Code. The advice received by the Committee from the Health
Department was that:
because the defence of “mistaken and reasonable belief’ is not
specifically excluded by the Bill, it is therefore available to a person
defending strict liability offences.50

6.50

The Committee notes the Health Department’s advice but also brings to the attention
of the House the possible argument that the wording of cl 127, and in particular the

48

Letter from A/Principal Food Scientist Department of Health, 22 August 2006, p7 as amended by Letter
from A/Principal Food Scientist Department of Health, 7 September 2006, p4.

49

Geraldton Fisherman’s Co-operative Ltd v Munro [1963] WAR 129.

50

Letter from A/Principal Food Scientist, Department of Health, 7 September 2006, p4.
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provision of an express defence within the clause, may impliedly exclude the
operation of s24 of the Criminal Code.51
Imprisonment as a penalty
6.51

The Committee notes the principle proposed by the New South Wales Legislation
Review Committee that strict and absolute liability offences should be applied only
where the penalty does not include imprisonment.52

6.52

Imprisonment is not available as a sentence for offences created under Part 3 Division
2 of the Bill.

6.53

The Committee notes that cl 127 makes employers liable for any offence under the
Bill which would include offences under Part 3 Division 1. Imprisonment is a
sentencing option for these offences.

Monetary penalties
6.54

The Committee notes that within the context of the Bill penalties for strict liability
offences found in Part 3 Division 2 are lower than those for offences found in
Division 1 where it is required that an offender knew or should reasonably have
known they were committing the offending behaviour.

Part 4 Emergency Powers
6.55

The Bill empowers the CEO to make a variety of emergency orders to prevent or
reduce the possibility of a serious risk to public health. Currently the Health Act 1911
provides general powers to the Executive Director of Public Health to act in
emergencies.53

6.56

An order may for example prohibit the cultivation of a particular type of primary
produce or direct that a particular food type be impounded or destroyed.

6.57

An emergency order ceases to have effect in 90 days however at this point a new
emergency order can be made.

6.58

A penalty is imposed for failure to comply with an emergency order.

6.59

A person bound by an emergency order who suffers loss as a result and does not
consider the grounds for making the order were adequate may apply for compensation.

51

McPherson v Cairn [1977] WAR 28, Geraldton Fisherman's Co-operative Ltd v Munro [1963] WAR
129.

52

Strict and Absolute Liability: Discussion Paper 8, Legislation Review Committee, Parliament NSW
Legislative Assembly, June 2006, p2.

53

Section 15, Health Act 1911.
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Part 5 Powers of Entry, Inspection and Seizure
6.60

Extensive powers of entry, inspection and seizure exist currently under the Health Act
1911 and these continue under the Bill.

6.61

The Committee notes there is a new requirement found under cl 38(2) (c) of the Bill
which provides that any part of premises that are solely residential cannot be searched
without:

6.62

•

the consent of the occupier; or

•

the authority of a warrant.

If part of the premises is being used for the preparation or service of meals provided
with paid accommodation, no consent or warrant is required to enter that part.

Self-incrimination
6.63

The common law privilege against self-incrimination entitles a person to refuse to
answer any question, or produce any document, if the answer or the production of the
document would tend to incriminate that person.54

6.64

The privilege against self-incrimination protects not only from direct incrimination,
but also from making a disclosure that may lead indirectly to incrimination or to the
discovery of other evidence of an incriminating nature.55

6.65

It is one of several immunities that, together, make up what is commonly referred to as
‘the right to silence’. Other immunities encompassed by the right to silence include:56

6.66

•

those possessed by people suspected of or charged with a criminal offence
from being compelled to answer questions at a police interrogation; or

•

that which protects an accused person from having to give evidence at trial.

The Committee understands that:
Historically the privilege arose from the need to protect individuals
from being compelled to testify, on pain of excommunication or
physical punishment, to their own guilt.57

54

Pyneboard Pty Ltd v Trade Practices Commission (1983)152 CLR 328,335.

55

Queensland Law Reform Commission Report No 59, The Abrogation of the privilege against self
incrimination, December 2004, at paras 1.3-1.4.

56

Queensland Law Reform Commission Report No 59, The Abrogation of the privilege against self
incrimination, December 2004, at paras 2.1 and footnote 19.

57

Environment Protection Authority v Caltex Refining Co Pty Ltd (1993) 178 CLR 477
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The privilege in its modern form is in the nature of a human right,
designed to protect individuals from oppressive methods of obtaining
evidence of their guilt for use against them.58
6.67

Under cl 38 (o) an authorised officer can:
require a person to provide information or answer questions in
connection with the authorised officer’s functions under this Act or to
produce any record, document or thing that an authorised officer is
authorised to examine under this Act.

6.68

An authorised officer is appointed by an enforcement agency. To be appointed the
person:59
•

must be considered by the enforcement agency (having regard to specified
guidelines) to have appropriate qualifications and experience; or

•

hold office as an environmental health officer under the Health Act 1911.

6.69

Part 5 cl 39(1) of the Bill expressly removes the right of persons to refrain from
providing information required under cl 38 on the basis that they could incriminate
themselves or make themselves liable to a penalty.

6.70

This is contrasted with the position in the current Health Act 1911 where the right to
the privilege against self-incrimination is expressly protected.60

6.71

The Committee notes that the clause removing the protection against selfincrimination is not a core uniform provision required by the agreement, but is found
in Annex B.

6.72

The Committee inquired as to whether the privilege against self-incrimination had
been removed in food legislation in other States. The Health Department advised
that:61
•

the Northern Territory has a clause equivalent to cl 39 in their Food Act;

•

legislation in other States does not provide for the removal of the privilege
against self-incrimination, however it did provide for penalties on failure to
comply with requirements of authorised officers without reasonable excuse;
and

58

ibid.

59

Clause 122 Food Bill 2005.

60

Section 246ZB (4), Health Act 1911.

61

Letter from A/Principal Food Scientist, Department of Health, 7 September 2006, pp1,2.
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•

6.73

6.74

the Queensland legislation provides that in some instances self-incrimination
will be a reasonable excuse for failure to comply with requirements of
authorised officers and in some instances it will not.

The Queensland Scrutiny of Legislation Committee has adopted the following
benchmark to use in determining whether removal of the privilege against selfincrimination is justified:62
a)

If the matters are peculiarly within the knowledge of the persons denied the
benefit of the privilege, and which it would be difficult or impossible to
establish via any other alternative means.

b)

The bill prohibits use of the information obtained in prosecutions against the
person.

c)

In order to secure this restriction on the use of information obtained, the
person should not be required to fulfil any condition such as formally
claiming the right.

The Queensland Law Reform Commission (QLRC) produced a report on the
abrogation of the privilege against self-incrimination in 2004. The QLRC considered
that there are two bases for justifying abrogation of the privilege against selfincrimination:63
1.

2.

The public interest to which the information that would be compelled relates:
•

Abrogation may be justified if an issue is of major public importance
that has a significant impact on the community in general or a section
of the community.

•

The information obtained as a result of abrogating the privilege should
be likely to significantly benefit that public interest.

Where the provision of compelled information relates to a regulatory scheme
which the person has voluntarily taken part in:
•

Where people voluntarily take part in a legislative regulatory system they
may, in some circumstances, be considered to have accepted requirements
within that scheme to provide information even if it could incriminate
them.

62

Queensland, Legislative Assembly, Scrutiny of Legislation Committee, Alert Digest No 8, 2001, p8.

63

Queensland Law Reform Commission Report No 59, The Abrogation of the privilege against self
incrimination, December 2004, at paras 6.48-6.56
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•

The QLRC cautions that:
… many activities are government regulated, and while in theory,
participation in these activities is voluntary, often they are an essential
part of daily life.

6.75

6.76

The QLRC lists the following additional factors to be considered when deciding if it is
appropriate to abrogate the privilege:64
•

whether there are alternative means of obtaining the information;

•

whether an immunity is provided against the use of compelled information;

•

whether there are procedural safeguards in place; these may include:
i)

giving reasonable notice of the obligation to produce;

ii)

specifying time and location for production; or

iii)

general nature of required information to be identified;

•

whether the information is contained in a document that is already in
existence; and

•

whether the extent of the abrogation is no more than necessary to achieve the
intended purpose of the abrogation.

The QLRC noted two factors that do not justify abrogation of the privilege:65
•

the extent of the risks faced by the individual as a result of the abrogation of
the privilege; and

•

whether the abrogation provision is part of a uniform legislative scheme.

Immunities
6.77

Legislation that abrogates the right to the privilege against self-incrimination may
place restrictions on the way the information can be used.

6.78

The legislation may provide a ‘direct use’ immunity which:

64

Queensland Law Reform Commission Report No 59, The Abrogation of the privilege against self
incrimination, December 2004, at paras 6.57-6.59.

65

Queensland Law Reform Commission Report No 59, The Abrogation of the privilege against self
incrimination, December 2004, at paras 6.86 and 6.90.
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prevents the subsequent admission of evidence of the fact of a
disclosure made under compulsion, or of the information disclosed, in
a proceeding against the individual who was compelled to provide the
information.66
6.79

‘Direct use’ immunity does not provide the same protection as the privilege against
self-incrimination because it does not prevent the answers or documents provided
being used as a basis for obtaining other evidence to be used against the individual in
question.

6.80

Derivative or indirect use immunity does prevent the prosecution from relying on
information uncovered or obtained indirectly as a result of answers or documents
provided.67

6.81

In most cases the Queensland Scrutiny of Legislation Committee requests that the
legislation contain both ‘direct use’ immunity and ‘indirect use immunity’ (derivative
use immunity).

6.82

The Committee considered the question of whether the abrogation of the privilege
against self-incrimination was justified in the Bill.

Would the information being sought be peculiarly within the knowledge of the persons denied
the benefit of the privilege, and would it be difficult or impossible to establish via any other
alternative means?
6.83

The Committee was advised that:68
The objects of the provision are to protect the public from risks to
public health through unsafe food handling as well as to prevent
unsafe food from reaching the public. In order to meet these
objectives, timely responses are necessary. In this context, the
information being sought can best be obtained from the direct source
of the information rather than from more complex and lengthy
investigations, which may result in risk or further risk to public health
- and which may not turn up the necessary information.
Frequently the information sought is peculiarly within the knowledge
of persons who cannot reasonably be expected to make their
knowledge available otherwise than under a statutory obligation

66

Queensland Law Reform Commission Report No 59, The Abrogation of the privilege against self
incrimination, December 2004, at p19.

67

The Abrogation of the Privilege Against Self Incrimination Queensland Law Reform Commission,
Report 59, December 2004, p19.

68

Letter from A/Principal Food Scientist, Department of Health, 7 September 2006, p2.
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which is associated with protection in relation to the disclosure of
that knowledge.
Does the bill prohibit use of the information obtained in prosecutions against the person?
Discussion
6.84

6.85

Clause 39 (2) of the Bill contains a ‘direct use immunity’. The clause provides that
any answer, document record or thing produced, by an individual in compliance with a
requirement under cl 38 is not admissible against the person in criminal proceedings
other than proceedings for the following offences under the Bill:
•

failure to comply with requirements of authorised officers;

•

interfering with seized items;

•

providing false information; and

•

obstructing, impersonating or threatening authorised officers.69

The Committee was advised that:70
The clause modifies, rather than abrogates the privilege. While a
person is required to provide the information, he or she is protected,
because the information provided cannot be used against him or her
(with the limitations previously noted).

Derivative (indirect use) immunity
6.86

The Committee notes the Queensland Scrutiny of Legislation Committee practice of
requesting a derivative immunity be included where the privilege against selfincrimination is abrogated by statute.

6.87

The Committee was advised that:71
Derivative immunity has been excluded in the public interest of being
able to prosecute in cases where serious harm has been caused to
public health.

6.88

The Committee notes that the Bill does not expressly provide for ‘indirect use’
immunity. The Bill does not prevent the answers or documents provided being used
as a basis for obtaining other evidence which, in turn, may be used in prosecution
proceedings.

69

Clauses 45, 46, 47, 48, Food Bill 2005.

70

Letter from A/Principal Food Scientist, Department of Health, 7 September 2006, p2.

71

Letter from A/Principal Food Scientist, Department of Health, 7 September 2006, p3.
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Is the person required to fulfil any condition, such as formally claiming the right to the
privilege of self incrimination, in order to secure a restriction on the use of information
provided?
Discussion
6.89

The Committee notes that the Bill does not require an individual to formally claim the
right to the privilege against self-incrimination.

How important is the public interest to which the information that would be compelled
relates?
Discussion
6.90

The committee was advised that:72
Protection of the public from the public health risks associated with
the sale of unsafe food is of great importance.

6.91

FSANZ notes that reliable data is not available on the actual incidence of foodborne
illness in Australia and that it is estimated that less than 1% of cases are captured in
existing notification schemes in Australia and overseas:73
Australia is by no means exempt from foodborne illness and its
associated costs. Some examples include:
“the 1991 Norwalk virus outbreak from contaminated orange juice
that affected over 4,000 people across Australia including many air
travellers …
“the 1997 outbreak of Hepatitis A in New South Wales associated
with oysters which affected over 700 people; and
“the 1997 outbreaks of salmonellosis which affected over 800 people
in Victoria and caused two deaths; and
“the 1999 outbreak of salmonellosis from faecally contaminated
orange juice which affected over 480 people in South Australia.
While these are headline-grabbing incidents magnified through media
attention, the real problem is far less obvious. Every day across
Australia, an average of 11,500 people succumb to a variety of
foodborne illnesses which are not mentioned in the media nor
otherwise reported.

72

Letter from A/Principal Food Scientist Department of Health, 7 September 2006, p2.

73

www.foodstandards.gov.au/newsroom/foodsafetystandardscostsandbenefits/incidenceoffoodborne633.
cfm viewd on 21 September 2006.
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6.92

FSANZ estimates the cost of foodborne illness to the Australian community to be over
$2.6 billion every year. It notes that there are potential additional costs such as the
potential impact on food export markets.

To what extent could the information obtained as a result of the abrogation benefit the public
interest in question?
6.93

The Committee was advised that:74
The information obtained is the most important way of tracing safety
risks to the food supply and is therefore of significant benefit in
preventing outbreaks of food borne disease and/or harm to the public
health from contaminated food, whether the contamination was
intentional or otherwise.

Is the extent of the abrogation more than necessary to achieve the intended purpose of the
abrogation?
6.94

The Committee was advised that:75
The privilege has been modified rather than abrogated in order to
achieve a balance between the public interest and the right of a
person to protect him or herself from providing information that may
be used in proceeding against him or her. The modification provides
protection from the evidence thus obtained being used in proceedings
against the person.

6.95

The Committee concludes that there is a significant public interest in the capacity of
an enforcement agency to be able to compel vital information from an individual on
an urgent basis.

Improvement notices and prohibition orders
6.96

An authorised officer has the power to serve an improvement notice on the proprietor
of a food business. The notice will require the proprietor to take specified action
within a limited time frame. Failure to comply with an improvement notice will result
in the issuing of a prohibition order.

6.97

A prohibition order will direct that certain actions are prohibited, for example no food
intended for sale is to be handled on specified premises or a specified part of specified
premises, until a certificate of clearance is issued.

74

Letter from A/Principal Food Scientist, Department of Health, 7 September 2006, p3.

75

Letter from A/Principal Food Scientist, Department of Health, 7 September 2006, p3.
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6.98

Contravention of a prohibition order is an offence. Where an individual offends, a fine
of up to $50,000 may be imposed, if a body corporate offends, the maximum fine is
$250,000.

6.99

A proprietor of a food business who has been served with a prohibition order may at
any time make a written request to have the premises reinspected. If, following a
request, reinspection does not occur within 48 hours of receipt of the request, a
certificate of clearance is taken to have been given.

6.100

The Committee was advised that the requirement to re-inspect within 48 hours was
not expected to create problems in remote areas:76
The CHAIRMAN: My next question is related to that. Let us say that a
request was made ... but the authorised officer might have to cover a
long distance to get to the regional area. Is there any flexibility, or do
you envisage any problems?
Mr Gillam: No, we do not envisage any problems, Mr Chair. Again,
that was one of the areas of great debate. For example, somebody in
Kununurra will be served a prohibition order in Wyndham. We felt
that if it was part of their jurisdiction and they were asked to do
something within 48 hours, they would need to do that. We envisage
that there would be some flexibility when negotiating with the food
premises proprietor.

Clause 126 Infringement notices
6.101

The Bill provides for the issue of infringement notices for offences prescribed by
regulation under the proposed Act. This method of enforcement was not available
under the Health Act 1911.77

Part 8 Auditing
6.102

Part 8 puts in place a framework for the auditing of food safety programs including
requirements in relation to reporting and food safety auditors.

6.103

The relevant enforcement agency will assign a priority classification to a food
business which will dictate whether a food safety program is required and how often it
is audited.

76

Mr Lindsay Gillam, A/Senior Food Scientist, Health Department, Transcript of Evidence, 9 August 2006,
p9.

77

Clause 126, Food Bill 2005.
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6.104

Clause 144 (2) (a) “allows for regulations to require the preparation, implementation,
maintenance and monitoring of food safety programs for food businesses to ensure the
provisions of the Bill and the Food Standards Code are complied with.”

6.105

In response to a question regarding what was involved in the priority classification
system and what type of businesses will be required to develop food programs, the
Committee was advised:78
The priority classification system will categorise food businesses
according to the risk that types of food business pose to human health.
The risk classification will then link to
(a)

whether the business is required to have a food safety
program; and

(b)

the inspection and/or auditing frequency for that
business.

The priority classification system has not yet been decided on. A draft
priority classification system is being developed and will be consulted
on. Clause 144(3) of the Bill requires the Minister to consult with
industry before a regulation is made imposing a requirement relating
to a food safety program.
6.106

Food safety auditors are appointed by the CEO. The CEO is defined in Part 2 of the
Bill as “the chief executive officer of the department of the Public Service principally
assisting in the administration of this Act.”

6.107

The Committee received a submission raising concerns about:79
•

a lack of clarity about the issue of whether an authorised officer employed by
a local Government will be eligible to be a food safety auditor;

•

whether a conflict of interest would arise where a Local Government was
providing both statutory control and an auditing function; and

•

who would bear the cost of training local government staff to be auditors.

6.108

In relation to the above issues the Committee was advised:80

78

Letter from A/Principal Food Scientist, Department of Health, 22 August 2006, p7.

79

Submission No 5 from Western Australian Local Government Association, July 2006, p7.

80

Mr William Calder, Manager, Dairy Safety Branch, Environmental Health Directorate, Department of
Health, Transcript of Evidence, 9 August 2006, p10.
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The CHAIRMAN: Will an authorised officer employed by local
government be eligible to be a food safety auditor?
Mr Calder: There are two issues here. The authorised officers are
appointed by local government for the purposes of carrying out those
functions under the proposed Food Act. The requirements or
definitions of an auditor are set by the chief executive officer of the
department. An authorised officer could be an auditor, but not
necessarily; it would depend on his qualifications, experience and
other factors.
The CHAIRMAN: Does the department consider that a conflict of
interest could arise if a local government was providing both the
statutory control and the auditing function?
Mr Calder: It would come back to the functions or the ability of the
auditor to satisfy the requirement to show an unbiased approach to
auditing a system.
6.109

In relation to the question of who would bear the cost of training local government
staff the Health Department representative was unable to reply authoritatively on that
question.81

Part 9 Registration of food businesses
6.110

This regulatory scheme established by the Bill requires food businesses to either:
•

register with the relevant enforcement agency; or

•

notify the relevant enforcement agency that they are conducting a food
business and provide specified information.82

Part 10 Administration requirements
6.111

Part 10 sets out Administration requirements including the requirement for Local
Government to:
•

report to the CEO as required by regulation; and

•

forward to the CEO details of proceedings of any offence within one month of
the proceedings being finalised.

81

Mr Lindsay Gillam, A/Senior Food Scientist, Health Department, Transcript of Evidence, 9 August 2006,
p10.

82

Letter from A/Principal Food Scientist, Department of Health, 22 August 2006, p7.
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6.112

Concerns were raised in a submission that the requirement to report above “seems
unnecessary and cumbersome”83.

6.113

The Committee was advised by Mr Lindsay Gillam for the Health Department that:84
•

the practical implications of the reporting requirements had been considered;
and

•

it was not envisaged that local government would be unduly burdened by the
process.

Clause 125 Institution of proceedings
6.114

Clause 125(b) provides that proceedings for an offence in respect of a sample of food
must be instituted within 6 months of the sample being obtained.

6.115

It was submitted to the Committee that this new time limit may cause practical
difficulties as a result of the length of time taken to receive certificates of analysis and
the fact that Councils generally meet on a monthly basis.85

6.116

The Committee was advised by the Health Department that:86
In a situation in which a local authority can anticipate that some
legal action may well be following, the analysts can generally give it
a response very, very quickly. It is just a matter of negotiation
between the enforcement agency and an analyst.

6.117

The Health Department advised the Committee that steps were being taken to improve
the process of providing results to enforcement agencies.87

6.118

The Committee received further advice from a firm of chemical analysts currently
contracted to the local health authorities. The advice provided was that a six month
period would be adequate time for analysis and validation of results with regards to a
food sample.88

83

Submission No 2 from City of Wanneroo, received 18 July 2006, p2.

84

Mr Lindsay Gillam, A/Senior Food Scientist, Health Department, Transcript of Evidence, 9 August 2006,
p11.

85

Submission No 3 from City of Wanneroo, 18 July 2006, p1.

86

Mr Lindsay Gillam, A/Senior Food Scientist, Health Department, Transcript of Evidence, 9 August 2006,
p10.

87

Mr Lindsay Gillam, A/Senior Food Scientist, Health Department, Transcript of Evidence, 9 August 2006,
p10.

88

Letter faxed on 12 September 2006 from Inman and Farrell, 12 September 2006.
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Reversal of onus of proof
6.119

Clause 131 provides that:
(1)

In any proceedings for an offence under this Act against an
accused person who was responsible for making a false
statement on a package or in an advertisement relating to the
origin or composition of the food in question or the
therapeutic or nutritive properties of the food, the onus of
proving the correctness of the statement is on the accused
person.

(2)

In sub-s (1) —
“false statement” means a statement that is alleged to have
caused the food to be falsely described.

6.120

At common law it is normally the duty of the prosecution to prove all elements of the
offence.89

6.121

Clause 131 places the onus of proving the accuracy of false statements made in
connection with food for sale on the defendant.

6.122

The Committee brings this clause to the attention of the Legislative Council.

Local government
6.123

Clause 140 allows for fees and charges to be imposed and recovered by local
governments under the Local Government Act 1995.

6.124

The Committee notes that the process for setting fees differs to that currently existing
under the Health Act 1911. Fees set by local government will no longer be required to
be tabled in and scrutinised by Parliament.

6.125

The Committee received a submission expressing concern that local government
charges could result in significantly higher costs to food businesses.90

6.126

The Committee asked the Health Department whether consideration had been given to
including in the Bill a provision to:
•

cap fees; or

89

EJ Edwards, RW Harding, IG Campbell, The Criminal Codes, The Law Book Company Limited,
Sydney, 1992, p21.

90

Submission No 2 from Australian Hotels Association, 14 July 2006, p2.
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•

6.127

require local government to set fees in local laws that must be tabled in
Parliament as, for instance, is the case with local government fees set under
s344 of the Health Act 1911.

The Committee was advised that:91
Part 6, Division 5, Subdivision 2 of the Local Government Act 1991
provides the authorisation for local governments to impose a fee or a
charge for the performance of a function under written laws, which
will include the Food Act. Fees and charges are set under those
provisions as part of local governments’ budget processes. Before
introducing new fees and charges a local government must give
public notice of its intention to do so.
Clause 6.17 of the Local Government Act requires that in setting the
fees and charges, a local government must consider the cost to the
local government of providing the service or goods; the importance
of the service or goods to the community and the price at which the
service or goods could be provided by an alternative provider.
Fees and charges will not be set under local laws, but in accordance
with the provisions of the Local Government Act described above, and
will be subject to the same consideration as other fees and charges set
by local government.
The matter of inappropriate fees and charges being set would be
handled under the Local Government Act and its mechanisms. In
addition to the considerations set out in cl 6.17, Part 8 of that Act
deals with the scrutiny of the affairs of local governments. This is in
addition to the power of the ballot box that might be exercised by
voters who consider particular local governments to be overcharging.

6.128

The Committee inquired as to the type of information that local government might be
charging to provide and was advised:92
There is no specific kind of information contemplated. Local
government might charge, eg, for providing information on how to set
up a food safety plan or, as most do now, information to a potential
purchaser of a business on the compliance or otherwise of a premises.

91

Letter from A/Principal Food Scientist, Department of Health, 22 August 2006, p5.

92

Letter from A/Principal Food Scientist, Department of Health, 22 August 2006, p5.
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6.129

Clause 140(2) allows local government to impose a fee for the provision of
information or the carrying out of any inspection whether or not the inspection is
asked for or agreed to.

6.130

With regard to inspections the Committee inquired as to whether cl 140(2) allowed
local government to levy a fee or charge for an inspection that is not directly linked to
an application. The Committee was advised as follows:93
The intention of the clause is to allow local government to levy a fee
or charge for inspections carried out as part of its function under the
Food Act. That may be for an inspection carried out in connection
with an application, or it may be an inspection that is required to
ensure that the Food Act, Food Regulations or food safety standards
are being complied with, ie that food for human consumption is being
handled and sold safely.

6.131

The Committee also inquired as to whether any safeguards were in place to protect a
food business from being required to pay for an inspection for which there was no
basis, or as a result of which no problems were found. The Committee was advised as
follows:94
The functions with which an enforcement agency are charged under
the Bill include taking measures to ensure that the Act is complied
with [eg cl 116(2)(a)]- this is the basis on which inspections of food
businesses will be carried out. The Bill does not place conditions on
how local government or State Government enforcement agencies
develop fees and charges.

Immunity from liability
6.132

Clause 141 confers immunity from tort on both:
•

a person who acts in good faith in the performance or purported performance
of a function under the Act; and

•

the State in relation to the acts described above.

6.133

Previous Committees have noted that:95

93

Letter from A/Principal Food Scientist, Department of Health, 22 August 2006, p6.

94

Letter from A/Principal Food Scientist, Department of Health, 7 September 2006 p3

95

Western Australia, Legislative Council, Standing Committee on Legislation, Report 15, Criminal
Investigation (Exceptional Powers) and Fortification Removal Bill 2001, May 2002, pp115-116.
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6.134

•

These clauses extend to public officials legal immunities that are generally not
available to citizens.

•

Generally, a law should not confer immunity from proceedings or prosecution
without adequate justification.

•

These provisions are not uncommon, for example under the Police Act 1892 a
police officer is usually personally protected from liability for acts done in the
execution of his or her duty in good faith. Liability in this case under the
Police Act 1892 is transferred to the State.96

The Committee observes that the conferral of immunity on public officials and the
State is a matter of policy and as such the Committees’ inquiry is restricted by the
Legislative Council Standing Order 230A(5).

Part 11 Procedural and evidentiary provisions
6.135

Clause 128 deals with offences committed by bodies corporate and makes directors
and other persons concerned in the management of a body corporate liable for an
offence committed by the body corporate. It is a defence to prove that the offence was
committed without the knowledge or connivance of the person and that the person
took all reasonable measures to prevent the commission of the offence.97

6.136

Similar provisions currently exist in the Health Act 1911.98

6.137

Clause 129 provides that it is no defence in proceedings for an offence under the Bill
that the defendant was an employee or agent unless the defendant can show that he or
she was under the personal supervision of the proprietor or other person in charge of
the food business, place or vehicle concerned in the offence.

6.138

Similar provisions exist in the Health Act 1911.99

6.139

The Committee was advised that:100
Clause 129 has been included to ensure that an employee is held
liable for offences that he or she commits under the legislation. An
employee will be under the personal supervision of an employer if he
or she is subject to guidance and instruction by an employer, who is
physically present and who is in personal contact with the employee.

96

Section 137, Police Act 1892.

97

Explanatory Memorandum, p21.

98

Section 246ZW, Health Act 1911.

99

Section 246ZV, Health Act 1911.

100

Letter from A/Principal Food Scientist, Department of Health, 22 August 2006, p8.
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An employee will have a defence if, for example, an employer directed
an employee not to put a meat delivery in the cool room or, for
example, required an employee to prepare cooked food on an
unwashed surface on which uncooked food has been prepared, thus
risking cross contamination by food poisoning organisms.
Material incorporated by reference
6.140

Clause 144(6) provides that:
Except as provided in sub-s (7), the regulations may apply, adopt or
incorporate, whether wholly or in part or with or without
modification, any standard, code or other document as in force from
time to time or as in force at a particular time.

6.141

Clause 144(7) provides that the regulations may adopt the Food Standards Code, but
only wholly, without modification.

6.142

Incorporation of material authored externally to Parliament is not uncommon in
uniform legislative schemes. The main objections to this mechanism are:
•

that the incorporation of material authored externally to the Parliament lessens
the ability of Parliament to maintain scrutiny and control over the content of
and changes to the material; and

•

the practice of incorporating external documents may effectively delegate the
making of Western Australian law to outside bodies.

6.143

The former Uniform Legislation and General Purposes Committee has previously
taken the view that any incorporated material described in legislation needs to be in
existence, clear, genuinely subsidiary and readily available to the public at large,
ideally from the same source from which the regulations can be obtained.101

6.144

The Committee observes that any regulations made under the Act will be reviewable
by the Joint Standing Committee on Delegated Legislation.

Minister to review legislation
6.145

The Committee notes that cl 146 requires the Minister to carry out a review of the Bill
as soon as practicable after the fifth anniversary of enactment. A report on the review
must be laid before each House of Parliament.

101

Western Australia, Legislative Council, Uniform Legislation and General Purposes Committee, Report
11, Higher Education Bill 2003, September 2003, pp13-16.
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______________________
Hon Simon O’Brien MLC
Chairman
27 September 2006
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APPENDIX 1
IDENTIFIED STRUCTURES FOR UNIFORM LEGISLATION
The former Legislative Assembly Standing Committee on Uniform Legislation and
Intergovernmental Agreements identified and classified nine legislative structures relevant to
the issue of uniformity in legislation which were endorsed by the 1996 Position Paper. A brief
description of each is provided below.
Structure 1:

Complementary Commonwealth-State or Co-operative Legislation.
The Commonwealth passes legislation, and each State or Territory
passes legislation which interlocks with it and which is restricted in
its operation to matters not falling within the Commonwealth’s
constitutional powers.

Structure 2:

Complementary or Mirror Legislation. For matters which involve
dual, overlapping, or uncertain division of constitutional powers,
essentially identical legislation is passed in each jurisdiction.

Structure 3:

Template, Co-operative, Applied or Adopted Complementary
Legislation. Here a jurisdiction enacts the main piece of legislation,
with the other jurisdictions passing Acts which do not replicate, but
merely adopt that Act and subsequent amendments as their own.

Structure 4:

Referral of Power. The Commonwealth enacts national legislation
following a referral of relevant State power to it under s 51 (xxxvii)
of the Australian Constitution.

Structure 5:

Alternative Consistent Legislation.
Host legislation in one
jurisdiction is utilised by other jurisdictions which pass legislation
stating that certain matters will be lawful in their own jurisdictions if
they would be lawful in the host jurisdiction. The non-host
jurisdictions cleanse their own statute books of provisions
inconsistent with the pertinent host legislation.

Structure 6:

Mutual Recognition. Recognises the rules and regulation of other
jurisdictions. Mutual recognition of regulations enables goods or
services to be traded across jurisdictions. For example, if goods or
services to be traded comply with the legislation in their jurisdiction
of origin they need not comply with inconsistent requirements
otherwise operable in a second jurisdiction, into which they are
imported or sold.
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Structure 7:

Unilateralism. Each jurisdiction goes its own way. In effect, this is
the antithesis of uniformity.

Structure 8:

Non-Binding National Standards Model. Each jurisdiction passes its
own legislation but a national authority is appointed to make
decisions under that legislation. Such decisions are, however,
variable by the respective State or Territory Ministers.

Structure 9:

Adoptive Recognition. A jurisdiction may choose to recognise the
decision making process of another jurisdiction as meeting the
requirements of its own legislation regardless of whether this
recognition is mutual.

38
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APPENDIX 2
FUNDAMENTAL LEGISLATIVE SCRUTINY PRINCIPLE
Does the legislation have sufficient regard to the rights and liberties of
individuals?
1. Are rights, freedoms or obligations, dependent on administrative power only if
sufficiently defined and subject to appropriate review?
2. Is the Bill consistent with principles of natural justice?
3. Does the Bill allow the delegation of administrative power only in appropriate cases
and to appropriate persons? Sections 44(8)(c) and (d) of the Interpretation Act 1984.
The matters to be dealt with by regulation should not contain matters that should be in the
Act not subsidiary legislation.
4. Does the Bill reverse the onus of proof in criminal proceedings without adequate
justification?
5. Does the Bill confer power to enter premises, and search for or seize documents or
other property, only with a warrant issued by a judge or other judicial officer?
6. Does the Bill provide appropriate protection against self-incrimination?
7. Does the Bill adversely affect rights and liberties, or impose obligations,
retrospectively?
8. Does the Bill confer immunity from proceeding or prosecution without adequate
justification?
9. Does the Bill provide for the compulsory acquisition of property only with fair
compensation?
10. Does the Bill have sufficient regard to Aboriginal tradition and Island custom?
11. Is the Bill unambiguous and drafted in a sufficiently clear and precise way?

Does the Bill have sufficient regard to the institution of Parliament?
12. Does the Bill allow the delegation of legislative power only in appropriate cases and
to appropriate persons?
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13. Does the Bill sufficiently subject the exercise of a proposed delegated legislative
power (instrument) to the scrutiny of the Legislative Council?
14. Does the Bill allow or authorise the amendment of an Act only by another Act?
15. Does the Bill affect parliamentary privilege in any manner?
16. In relation to uniform legislation where the interaction between state and federal
powers is concerned: Does the scheme provide for the conduct of Commonwealth
and State reviews and, if so, are they tabled in State Parliament?

42
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AUSTRALIAN AND NEW ZEALAND FOOD REGULATORY
MODEL

102

Policy Development

Standards Setting

Implementation

Allstralia Ne w Zealand Food Reg ulation Ministerial
Council
One Lead l\linister pe r Juri sdictio n ( 10 votes)

The Council comprises Ministers from the Australian
and New Zealand and all States and Territorics
Governments.
Each jurisdiction brings a "whole of government" view
forward 10 the Council
Its' role is 10 develop domestic food regulation policy.

Food Re gulati on Standing C ommittee (FRSC)

Chaired by Secretary of the DoHA
Heads ojdepartmenls/or which Coundl Ministers
have portfolio responsibility. Australian Local
Govemmel1l Association represenlalive

FRSCs role is to advise Ministers

implementaticn

Sub-Committee
Nomineesjrom States and
Territories, New Zealand.
AQIS, FSANZ, DoHA, AFFA
and Ausrralian weal
Govefllmenr Association

APPENDIX 3
AUSTRALIAN AND NEW ZEALAND FOOD REGULATORY
MODEL102

45

http://www.health.gov.au/internet/wcms/publishing.nsf/content/foodsecretariat-system.htm#, (viewed on
20 September 2006).
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APPENDIX 4
FOOD REGULATION AGREEMENT 2002

Food Regulation Agreement
AN AGREEJ\.1ENT made the sixth day of December 2002, between:
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

COMJvlONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA ("the Commonwealth") and
STATE OF NEW SOUTH WALES:
STATE OF VICTORIA;
STATE OF QUEENSLAND;
STATE OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA;
STATE OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA;
STATE OF TASMANIA:
NORTHERN TERRITORY O F AUSTRALIA; and
AUSTRALI AN C APITAL TERRITORY

collectively called "the Stales and Tenitories",

WHEREA S A. The Commonwealth and the States and Territories agree that there is a need 10 implement
a co-operative national system of food regulation with the following objectives:

(a) providing safe food controls for the purpose of protecting public health and safety;
(b) reducing the regulatory burden on the food sector;
(c) facilitating the harmonisation of Australia's domestic and expon food standards and thei r
harmonisation with intcrnati onal food standards;
(d) providing cost effecti ve compliance and enforcement arrangeme nts for industry.
government and consumers;
(e) providing a consistent regulatory approach across Australia throu gh nationally agreed
policy, standards and enforcement procedures ;
(f) recognising that responsibility for food safety encompasses all levels of government and a

variety of ponfolios; and
(g) supporting the joint Australia and New Zealand effons to harmonise food standards _
B. The Commonwealth and the S tates and Tenitories agree that there is a need to ensure that

all sectors in the food supply chain manage their food safety risKs but recognise that the
mechanisms for ensuring that this happens will vary from sector to sector.

IT IS AGREED T HA T-

I'ART I - I' VltI' USE

The purpose o f th is Agreement is to give effect to a national approach to food regulation
within Australia.
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PART II· INTERPRETATION
2. In this Agreement·
(a) 'COAG' means the Council of Austral ian Governments;
'Commonwealth Act' means the Food Standards Australia New Zealand Act 1991 (Cth),
which was previously known as the Australia New Zealand Food Authority Act 1991, as in
force from time to time;
'Codex Alimentarius' means the code of international food standards set by the Codex
AJimentarius Commission to guide and promote the elaboration and establishment of
definitions and requirements for foods, to assist their hannonisation and, in doing so, to
facilitate international trade;
'consistent' means that the wording of the jurisdiction's provision may differ, !f necessary,
from the provision in Annex A or Annex B to this Agreement. However, the provisi on must
deal with the same subject matter, in a manner appropriate for the legal regime of the
jurisdiction, and must have the same intent and effect as the particular provision being
enacted;
'Consu ltative Council' means the Food Regulation Consultative Council, to be established
pursuant to Part III of this Agreement;
'draft standard or variation'has the same meani ng as that phrase in sections 20 to 23 of the
Commonwealth Act;
'food legislation' means the laws regulating the packaging, labelling, sale, handling and
distribution of food;
'food standard', where the context pennits, includes a draft standard or variation and an urgent
standard;
FSANZ' means Food Standards Australia New Zealand, to be established pursuant to Part III
of this Agreement;
in the same tenns' means that the same words must be used in the provision in the
jurisdiction's Food Legislation as is used in the provision in Annex A 10 this Agreement ,
subject to the Parl iamentary conventions of the jurisdiction;
Jurisdiction'means the Parties to thi s Agreement and the Government of New Zealand;
1ead Mini ster' means a Minister who is a member of the Ministerial Council and is nominated
by each of the Parties to be responsible to the Ministerial Council for the responses of that
Party, o r is ndminated by the Govemment of New Zealand to be responsible 1.0 the
Mini sterial Council for the responses of the Government of New Zealand, pursuant 10 Pan III
of the Agreement;
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Ministerial Council' means the Australia and New Zealand Food Regulation Minist erial
Council, to be established pursuant to Part m of this Agreement;
P arty'means a party to this Agreement;
'Standing Committee' means the Standing Committee of Senior Officials to the Mini sterial
Council, to be known as the Food Regulation Standing Committee and to be established
pursuant to Part III of this Agreement; and
'urgent standard' means a standard or variation approved by FSANZ as a result of an 'urgent
application' or an 'urgent proposal ', as those terms are defined in section 11 B of the
Commonwealth Act.
(b) a reference to a Part is a reference to a Part of this Agreement;
(c) a reference to a clause is a reference to a clause of this Agreement;
(d) words importing the singular include the plural and vice versa; and
(e) words importing a gender include the other gender.

PART III - ADMINISTRATIVE ARRANGEMENTS
Australia and New Zealand Food Regulation Ministerial Council
3. The Parties shall establish a Council. to be known as the Australia and New Zealand Food
Regulation Ministerial Council, which will:
(a) have responsibility for:
(j) the development of domestic food regulatory policy;

(ii) the development of policy guidelines for setting domestic food standards;
(iii) the promotion of harmoni sed food standards within Australia between the Parties
(harmonisation of domestic standards between States and Territories and of domestic
standards with export standards) and with Codex AJimentarius (harmonisation of
domestic and export standards with international food standards set by Codex
Alimentarius) ;
(iv) the general oversight of the implementation of domestic food regulation and
standards; and
(v) the promotion of a consistent approach to the compliance with, and enforcement of,
food standards;
(b) consist of one or more members representing each Party, and the Government of New
Zealand, who shall be the Minister for Health of each Party or Government and other
Ministers nominated by that Party or Government with prime responsibility for mailers with
which this agreement is concerned;
(c) be Chaired by the Minister with responsibility for the Commonwealth Health portfolio
and supported by a Secretariat provided by that Minister's portfolio;
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(d) operate under the following arrang(!ments:
(i) each Party, and the Government of New Zealand, shall have one vote on a proposed
resolution of the Ministerial Council and this vote shall represent the views of all
Ministers of the Party, or Government of New Zealand;
(ii) only a lead Minister representing a Party (or his or her designated proxy for a
particular meeting) and the lcad Minister representing the Government of New Zealand
shall have the right to vote on a resolution proposed by the Ministerial Council;
(iii) where the lead Ministerrepresenting a Party on the Ministerial Council is unable to
be present al a meeting at which :.l vote is to be taken, that lead Mini ster may:
(A) advise the Chairperson of the voting intentions of his or her f'arty, in
writing by mail, teleprinter, facsimile or other mode of electronic
communication prior to the meeting; or
(B) if the lead Minister has not advised the Chairperson of his or her voting
intentions in accordance with paragraph 3(d)(iii)(A). by notice in writing to
the Chairperson appoint another person to act as his or her proxy at that
meeting and to vote on that resolution in the lead Minister's place;
(iiia) where the lead Minister representing the Govcrnment of New Zealand on the
Ministerial Council is unable to be present at a meeting at which a vote is to be taken,
that lead Minister may advise the Chairperson of the voting intentions of his or her
Government, in writing by mail, leleprinler, facsimile or Olher mode of eleclronic
communication prior to the meeting;
(Iv) a vote under clause 3(d)(iii) or 3(d)(iiia) will have the same effect as if the lead
Minister representing a Party or the Government of New Zealand (as the case may be).
were present and voting at the meeting;
(v) a decision of the Mini ste'.rill.l Council may be made without a meeting being
convened and held;
(vi) a vote on a resolution, either at a meeting or out-of-session, will be canied by a
simple majority of all jurisdictions;
(vii) subject to this Agreement. the Ministerial Council may detennine jts own
procedures and for that purpose make rules of procedure, including rules relating to
notice of meeting, quorum and conduct of business at meetings, and may from time to
time alter such rules; and
(viii) the Ministerial Council shall hold a meeting at least once in each calendar year;
(e) if the Ministerial Council receives notice from FSANZ of a draft standard or variation,
request FSANZ to review that draft standard 01' variation if a Party or lb~ Guv~!1lm~nl uf
New Zealand considers that one or more of the following criteria applies to the draft standard
or variation:
ei) it is not consistent with existing policy guidelines set by the Ministerial Council;
(i i) it is not consistent with the ohjectives of the leei slation which establishe.s FSANZ;
(iii) it does not protect public hea lth and safety;
(iv) it does not promote consistency between domestic and international food standards
where these are at variance;
(v) it does not provide adequate infonnation to enable informed choice;
(vi) it is difficult to enforce or comply with in both practical or resource tenns;
(vi i) it places an ullfeasonable cost burden on industry or consumers;
(f) jf the Ministerial Council receives notice from FSANZ that, subsequent to a review

undertaken under clause 3(e), FSANZ has decided to reaffinn a draft standard or variation
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(either in its entirety or subject to amendments), request FSANZ to review the draft standard
or variation a second time if it is agreed, by a majority vote, that one or more of the criteria in
clause 3(e) applics to the standard;
(g) have the power to amend or reject a draft standard or variation that has bcen reviewed a
second time under clause 3(f) if it is agreed, by a majority vote, that one or more of the
criteria in clause 3(e) still applies to the standard, provided the Ministerial Council complies
with the Commonwealth Act in doing so;
(h) have the same obligations and powers in relation to urgent standards as the Ministerial
Council has under paragraphs 3{e), 3(f) and 3(g) in relation to draft standards and variations,
except that for urgent standards the reference in clause 3(g) to "amend or reject" is replaced
with a reference to "amend or revoke"; and
(i) request FSANZ to review an existing standard if a Party or the Government of New
Zealand considers that one or more of the criteria in clause 3(e) applies to that existing
standard.
4 (a) Where:
(i) the Ministerial Council notifies FSANZ that it does not intend to request FSANZ to
review a draft standard or variation under clauses 3(e) or 3(f); or
(ii) the Ministerial Council notifies FSANZ that it does not intend to amend or reject
the draft standard or variation under clause 3(g); or
(iii) the Ministerial Council informs FSANZ that it has amended the draft standard or
variation under clause 3(g),
the Commonwealth Act shall require FSANZ to publish details about the draft standard or
varialion, as amended by the Ministerial Council if applicable, in various manners (including
publication in the Commonwealth of Australia Gazette) as soon as practicable after receiving
the notice from the Ministerial Council.
(b) The Panies agree thai the Commonwealth Act will require FSANZ to publish in various
manners (including publication in the Commonwealth of Australia Gazette), details about any
amendment or revocation of an urgent standard if the Ministerial Council exercises its powers
under paragraph 3(h).
5. The Pan.ies shall invite the President of the Australian Local Government Association, or
his delegate, to pan.icipale in the activities of the Ministerial Council as an observer.

rood Regulation Stand in g Committee
6. When establishing the Ministerial Council, the Parties shall also establish a Standing
Committee of Senior Officials, to be known as the Food Regulation Standing Committee:
(a) with the functions of:
(1) co-ordinating policy advice to the Ministerial Council; and
(ii) ensuring a nationally consistent approach to the implementation and enforcement of
food standards;
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(b) with its membership reflecting the Ministerial Council membership;

(c) which shall be chai red by the Secretary of the Department for which the Chairperson of
the Ministerial Council has portfolio responsibility; and
(d) which is supported by the Ministerial Council secretariat.
7. The Parties shall invite the Australian Local Govemment Association to be a full
participating member of the Standing Committee.

Food S tandard s A ustralia New Zealand
8. The Commonwealth shall establish a statutory authority. to be known as Food Standards
Australia New Zealand~
(a) with functio ns including:

(i) developing proposed domestic food standards. having regard to the policy guidelines
set down by the Ministerial Council;
(ii) notifying the Ministerial Council of draft standards or variations and urgent
st.andards;
(iii) reviewing draft standards or variations and urgent standards at the request of the
Ministerial Council under clauses 3(e). 3(1) or 3(h); and
(iv) notifying the Ministerial Council of the outcomes of reviews of draft standards or
variations and urgent standards following a request by the Ministerial Council under
clauses 3(e). 3(f) or 3(h).

(b) managed by a Board comprising of the fo llowin g members:
(i) a Chairperson
(ii) three members nominated by the New Zealand lead Minister;

(iii) the Ch ief Executive Officer of FSANZ. appointed by the Board;
(i v) a member nominated by consumer organisations;

(v) a member nominated by the national Health and Medical Research Council;
(vi) 3 members nominated by organisations. or public bodies. established for purposes
relating to science or public health ; and
(vii) 2 members nominated by organisations. or public bodies. established for purposes
relating to the food industry.
9. The Commonwealth. through the Minister responsible for the Commonwealth Health
portfolio. shall appoint the members of the Board (other than the Chief Executive Officer).
The Commonwealth Act will specify which members of the Board must be appointed after
consultation with and/or with the agreement of the Ministerial Council. The Commonwealth
Act will specify that certain members of the Board must only be appointed if the person is
suitably qualified for appointment because of expertise in particular areas. Those areas of
expertise may include one or more of the areas:
(a) public health;
(b) food science;
(c) human nutrition;
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(d) government;
(e) consumer affairs, consumer rights and/or consumer affairs policy in A ustralia;
(t) the food industry;
(g) food processing or retaili ng;
(h) primary food production;
(i) small business; and
(j) international trade;
(k) food allergy;
(1) medical science;
(m) microbiology;
(n) food s afety;
(0) biotechnology;
(p) veterinary science; and
(q) food regulation.
10. In making these appoi ntments, the Health Minister wil l seek to e nsure that there is an
appropriate balance of siems covering the above areas of expenise.

Food Regulation Consultative Council
11. The Ministerial Council must establish , within 12 months of the fi rst meeting of the
Ministerial Council :
(a) a Food Regulation Consultative Council in accordance with clause 12; or
(b) an alternative means of consultation to provide stakeholder advice to the Mini steri al
Council , the Standing Commiuee, amI FSANZ, if that alternative is agreed tu by all the
Parties .

12. If it is to be established by the Ministerial Council, the Food Regulation Consultative
Council shall:
(a) have the functions of:
(i) providing advi ce to the Ministerial Council and Standing Committee regarding the
development of domestic food regulation policy;
(i i) providing advice to the Mi nisterial Council and Standing Committee regarding the
development of policy guideli nes fo r the setting of domestic food standards ;
(iii) providing advice to FSANZ on the setting of domestic food standards; and
(iv) providing advice to the Ministerial Council, Standing Committee and FSANZ on
appropriate strategies for FSANZ to conduct consultation with their stakeholders; and
(b) comprise an independe m and eminen t person as Chairperson and a high level
representative from organi sations representing each of the following interests:
(i) Primary production;
(ii ) Processed food;
(iii) Food retail;
(iv) Food service;
(v) Consumers;
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(vi) Public health professionals;
(vii ) Small business.

PART IV - INTRODUCTION AND AMENDMENT OF FOOD LEGISLA TlON AND
ADOPTION OF FOOD STANDARDS

lntroduclion of Food Acts
13. The States and Territories will use their best endeavours to submit to their respecti ve
Parl iaments. wi thin twelve months of the date of signing this Agreement. and in accordance
with clause 14. legislation which gives effect to the provisions listed at Annex A and Annex
B of this Agreement which provi de for the effective and consistent administration and
enforcement of the Food Standards Code (including the Food Safety Standards).
14. The legislation submitted by each State and Territory to its respective Parliament:
(a) will contain provision s that are either
(i) in the same terms as all of those contained in Annex A of this Agreement. noting
that the words in square brackets are optional; or
(i i) if the State or Territory has separate legislation governing safe primary food
production, consistent with all of those contained in Annex A of this Agreement noting
that the words in square brackets are optional;
(b) may contain whichever provisions it chooses to include from those contained in Annex B

of this Agreement. These provisions are administrative in nature and, because of the differing
administrative or enforcement arrangements of particular jurisdictions, do not need to be
adopted in the same terms by the States and Territories but, rather, can be adopted in a
manner consistent with the relevant prOVISion in Annex B; and
(c) may contain additional provisions that do not conflict with any of the provisions enacted
pursuant to clause 14(a) or 14(b).
15. Where a State o r Territory prescribes a food production activity for the purposes of the
definition of "primary food production" in Annex A of this Agreement, it will advise the
Ministerial Council of its intentions in order to pro mote national consistency.
16. States and Territories shall set penaltic... , whether hy dollar amounts or by pen~il y units,
for offences in the legislation submitted in accordance with clause 14 that are the same as, or
as close as possible to (recognising the limits imposed by that jurisdiction'S general penalty
provisions scheme), the penalties fo r offences that are contained in Annex A of this
Agreement and the penalties for offences that have been included from Annex B.
17. Each State and Territory will use its best endeavours to secure the passage and
commencement of the legislation referred to in clause 14 within the Parliamentary session
following introduction.
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Amendment of the Annexes
18. Where a Party considers thai Annex A or the intent of any of the provisions of Annex B
should be amended, that jurisdiction will recommend its proposed amendments to the
Ministerial Council.
19. Where the Ministerial Council agrees, by a majority vote, to a recommendation under
clause 18, it will refer the proposed amendments to the Parliamentary Counsels'Comminee
for drafting.
20. Where the Ministerial Council does not agree, by a majority vote, with the proposed
amendment, the amendment will not be made.
21. A State or Territory may introduce into Parliament, a Bill to amend its Act ifit is
necessary to do so as a mailer of urgency in order to ensure continuous and effective
administration or enforcement of its Act. The State or Teni tory must immediately report any
such Bill introduced to the Ministerial Council. The Ministerial Council, at its next meeting,
will consider any inconsistencies between the introduced Bill and the Annex A provisions
and may agree, by majority vote, to include appropriate amendments to the relevant Annex of
this Agreement in order to maintain national consistency.

22. After amendment of an Annex under clause 19, States and Territories will use their best
endeavours to submit to their respective Parliamen ts in accordance with clause 14, legislati on
which gives effect to the amendment.

Adoption of Food Standards
23. The States and Terri tories will take such legislalive or other steps as are necessary to
adopt or incorporate as food standards in force under the food legislation of the State or
Tenilory, the food standards (including variations to those standards) that are from time to
time:

(a) developed by FSANZ; and
(b) published in the Commonwealth of Australia Gazette.
24. Such standards are to take effect on the date specified in the Gazette.
25. Subject to clause 28, no State or Territory shall , subsequent to the steps taken pursuam to
clause 23, amend the food standards referred to in that clause.
26. No State or Territory shall, by legislation or other means, establish or amend a food
standard other than in accordance with this Agreement.
27. It is hereby agreed that a food standard, developed by FSANZ and published in the
Commonwealth of Australia Gazette, may include a provision in respect of a State or
Territory or part of a State or Territory where the Ministerial Council is sati sfied that the
provision is necessary because of exceptional conditions in that Stale or Territory and that the
provision would not present a risk to public health or safety or contravene Australia's
intern ational treaty obligations.
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28. Where a State or Territory detennines that an issue affecting public health and safety
requires a new food standard, or variation of a standard adopted pursuant to clause 23, and
that the circumstances affecting public health and safety would not allow time for the steps
pursuant to clause 23 to be taken, the State or Territory may, under the food legislation of the
State or Territory, adopt or vary a food standard accordingly, provided that:
(a) the lead Minister for that State or Territory notifies FSANZ of its intention to adopt or
vary the food standard;
(b) the new or varied food standard applies for a period of no longer than twelve months from
the date of its adoption or variation; and
(c) the lead Minister for that State or Territory makes, on so detennining, an immediate
application to FSANZ to adopt the new food standard or to vary the relevant food standard.
29. An application to FSANZ pursuant to clause 28(c) shall be ex.pedited by FSANZ so that it
must notify the Ministerial Council of any approved standard arising from its consideration of
that application within six. months of the application being made.
30. Where a State or Tenitory detennines that requirements relating to mandatory food safety
programs are necessary in that State or Territory, the State or Territory may amend its food
legislation to require mandatory food safety programs.
31. To promote national consistency, the States and Territories will work towards a best
practice model for food safety programs.

PART V· COMMENCEMENT OF THIS AGREEMENT

32. The Parties acknowledge and agree that this Agreement cannot be given full effect unless
and until:
(a) an agreement is entered into between the Government of the Commonwealth of Australia
and the Government of New Zealand wh ich either amends or takes the place of the agreement
between those Governments made on 5 December 1995 establishing a system for the
development of joint food standards; and ·
(b) Commonwealth legislation amending or replacing the Australia New Zealand Food
Authority Act 1991 comes imo force , to give effect to the provisions of this Agreement.
33. Until the agreement between Australia and New Zealand and the Commonwealth
lcgishltion refern::d to in clause 32 comes inlu force, the Panies shull implement this
Agreement in the following way:
(a) a reference to FSANZ in clauses 23, 27,28 and 29 of this Agreement shall be taken to be
a reference to the Australia New Zealand Food Authority; and
(b) the Ministerial Council shall be known as the Australia New Zealand Food Standards
Council and, in addition to the responsibi li ties included in clause 3(a), will undertake the
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function s of the Australia New Zealand Food Standards Council set out in the Australia New
Zealand Food Authority Act 1991 ;
(c) the standards referred to in clause 23(a) will be recommended by the Australia New
Zealand Food Authority to the Ministerial Council and adopted by the Ministerial Council in
accordance with the function s of the Australia New Zealand Food Authority and the Australia
New Zealand Food Standards Council set out in the Australia New Zealand Food Authority
Act 1991 ; and
(d) clauses 3 (e), (f) and (g), 4, 9, and 10 will not corne into effect.
34 . (a) The Agreement between the Commonwealth of Australia, the States, the Northern
Territory of Australia and the Australian Capital Territory in relation to the adoption of
unifonn food standards made on 30 July 1991 shall cease to operate upon thi s Agreement
being given full effect.
(b) Prior to this Agreement being given full effect, those provisions of th is Agreement wh ich

come into effect in accordance with this Part V shall override any provisions of the
Agreement between the Commonwealth of Australia, the States, the Northern Territory of
Australia and the Australian Capital Territory in relation to the adoption of unifonn food
standards made on 30 July 1991 which deal with the same subject matter as those provisions
of this Agreement.

PART V1·REVIEW OF IMPLEMENTATION AND EFFECTl' 'ENESS
35. The Parties, in establishing the :Ministerial Council and Standing Commitlee, shalJ require
them to report annually to COAG on the progress towards the implementalion of the
cooperative system set down in this Agreement and its effectiveness.
36. The Parties shall jointly conduct and conclude a review of the effectiveness of this
Agreement no later than five years after the commencement of the Agreement.

PARTVlI·AMENDMENT OR VARlATIONOF AGREEMENT
37. Where a Party considers that this Agreement should be amended,:it may request
consultations with the other Panies to this end, except in respect of amendments to Annexes
A and B which may only be amended in accordance with clauses 18 to 22.
38. Amendments to this Agreement, other than amendments to Annex. A or B·, may only be
made with the written consent of all Parties.
39. Any agreed amendments to the Agreement shall be contained in a document distributed 10
all Parties and which shall include a reference to the date on which the amendment shall
come into force.
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PART VIII • DISPUTE RESOLUTION
40. Where a dispute (other than a dispute in connection with the contents of a food standard
or variation of a food standard) arises under this Agreement:
(a) the Parties shall require the members of the Ministerial Council to attempt to resolve the
disputes in the first instance;
(b) if this fails, the Parties may refer the dispute to COAG to seek a resolution to the dispute
through CQAG processes.

PART IX • WITHDRAWAL AND TERMINATION
41. Any Party may wi thdraw from this Agreement provided it gives not less than 12 months

notice in writing 10 each of the other Parties.
42. Withdrawal from the Agreement by any Party shall result in the Agreement being
tetminated.
43. Upon receiving notice from a Party that they wish to withdraw from the Agreement, the
Commonwealth shall notify the Government of New Zealand to this effect.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF this Agreement has been executed as at the day and year first
written above.

SIGNED by:
The Honourable John Winston Howard MP)
Prime Minister of the Commonwealth of Australia)

The Honourable Robert John Carr MP )
Premier of the State of New South Wales)

The Honourable Stephen Phillip Bracks MP )
Premier of the State of Victoria)
'A!~;"<V"-

The Honourable Peter Douglas Bea e MP )
Premier of the State of Queensland)
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The Honourable Dr Geoff Gallop MLA )
Premier of the State of Western Australia)

The Honourable Michael David Rann MP)
Premier of the State of South Australia)

The Honourable lames Alexander Bacon MBA )
Premier of the State of Tasmania)

Jonathon Donald Stanhope MLA )
Chief Minister of the Australian Capital Tenitory)

The Honourable Clare Martin MLA )
Chief Minister of the Northern Tenitory of Australia
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Model Food Provisions-Annex A
Part 1 Preliminary
Objects of Act

The objects of th is Act include the fo llowing:

(a)
(b)
(e)
2

to ensure food for sale is both safe and suitable for human
conswnption,
to prevent misleading conduct in CQIlIleCtion wilh the sale offood,

provide for the application in this jurisdiction of the Food
Standards Code,

to

Defi n ition s

(1 ) In this Act:

advertisement means:

(a)

any words, whether written or spoken, or

(b)
(e)

any pictorial representation or design, or
any other representation by any means at all,

used or apparently used to promote, directly or indirectly, the sale of
food.
analysis includes any c}lamination or testing offood or any other thing.

animal includes an amphibian, bird, crustacean, fish, mollusc or reptile.

equipment means the whole or part of::
(a)
any utensil, machinery, instrument, device, apparatus or
appliance that is used, or that is designed or intended for use, in
or in connection with the handling of food, or
(b)
any substance, utensil, machinery, instrument, device, apparatus
or appliance that is used, or that is designed or intended for use,
in cleaning anything referred to in paragraph (a).

food has the: meaning given by section 3.

P"" 1
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food business has the meaning given by section 4.
Food Safety Standards means lhe standards contained in Chapter 3 of

the Food Standards Code.
Food Standards Code means the Australia New Zealand Food
Standards Code as defined in f11e Australia New Zealand FoodAuthority
ACI199J of tile Commonwealth [as adopted or incorporated by the
regulations].

food transport vehicle means a vehicle used forthe transport of food for
sale.

halldling of food includes the making, manufacturing, producing,
collecting, extracting, processing, storing, transporting, delivering,
preparing, treating, preserving, packing, cooking, thawing, serving or

displaying of food.
label includes any tag, brand, mark or statement in writing or any
representation or design or other descriptive matter on or attached to or

used or displayed in connection with or accompanying any food or
package.

package includes any container or wrapper in or by which food intended

for sale is wholly or partly encased, covered, enclosed, contained or
packed and, in the case offood carried or sold or intended to be carried
or sold in more than one package, includes every such package.
premises includes:
(a)
land (whether or not vacant), or
(b)
the whole or uny part of a building, tent, stall or other structure
(whether of a pennanent or temporary nature), or
(c)
a pontoon, or
(d)
a vehicle (other than a food transport vehicle while it is engaged
in the transport of food).
primary food production has the meaning given by section 5.
proprietor of a food business means:
(a)
the person carrying on the food business, or
(b)
if that person cannot he identified- :he person in charge ur the
food business.
recall order means an order lUlder Part 3 requiring the recall or disposal,
or both, of any food.

Page 2
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sell includes:
(a)
(b)

barter, offer or attempt to sell, or
receive for sale, or

(e)

have in possession for sale, or
display for sale, or
cause or pennil to be sold or offered for sale, or

(f)

send, forward or deliver for sale, or

(g)

dispose afby any method for valuable consideraticn, or
dispose ofto an agent for sale on consignment, or

(e)
(d)

(h)
(i)

CD

provide under a contract of service, or
supply food as a meal or part of a meal to an employee, in
accordance with a tenn or an award governing the employment
of the emp loyee or a Icon of thc employee's contract of service,

for consumption by the employee at the employee's place of
(k)

work,
dispose of by way of raffle, lottery or other game of chance, or

(I)

offer as a prize or reward, or

(m)

give away for the purpose of adverti!>Cl!lent or in furtherance of
trade or business, or

(n)

supply food under a contract (whether or not the contract is made
with the consumer of the food), together with accommodation,
servicc orcnlertainment, in consideration ofan inclusive charge
for the food supplied and the accommodation, service or
entertainment, or

(0)

supply food (whether or not for consideration) in the course of
providing services to patients or imnates in public institutions, or

(P)

sell for the purpose of resale.

unsaf e has the m eaning given by section 6.

IInsllitable has the meaning given by section 7.
vehicle means any means of transport, whether self-propelled or not, and
whether used on land or sea or in the air.
(2) For the purposes ofthis Act, food or equipment that is disp layed for the
purpose of being offered as a prize or reward or given away for the
purpose of advertisement or in the furtherance of trade or business is
taken to have been disp layed for sale by the owner of the food or
equipment.

Page 3
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3

Meaning of "food "
( I) In this Act,/Qod includes:
(a)

(b)

(e)

(d)

any substance or thing of a kind used, or represented as being for
use, for human consumption (whether it is live, raw, prepared or

partly prepared), or
any substance or thing of a kind used, or represented as being for
use, as an ingredient or additive in a substance or thing referred
to in paragraph (a), or
any substance used in preparing a substance or thing referred to
in paragraph (a) (other than a substance used in preparing a
living thing) ifi! comes into direct contact with the substance or
thing referred to in thai paragraph, such as a processing aid, or
chewing gum or an ingredient or additive in chewing ~,'um, or any
substance used in preparing chewing gum, or

(e)

any substance or thing declared to be a food under a declaration
in force under section 3B of the Australia New Zealand Food
AuthorityAct 1991 orlhe Commonwealth (and prescribed by the
regulations for the purposes of this paragraph],

whether or not the substance, thing or chewing gum is in a condition fit
for human consumption.
(2) l'Wwever,/ood does not include a therapeutic good within the meaning
of the Therapeutic Goods Act 1989 of the Commonwealth.
(3) To avoid doubt,Jood may include live animals and plants.
4

Meaning of ''food business"

In this Act,food business means a business, enterprise or activity (other
than a business, enterprise or activity that i~ primary food production)
that involves:
(a)
the handling of food intended for sale, or
(b)
the sale of food,

regardless of whether the business, enterprise or activity concerned is of
a commercial, charitable or commwt.ity nature or whether it involves the
handling or sale of food on one occasion only.

p.,..
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5

Meaning of " primary food production"
(\) In this Act, primary food production means the growing, raising,

cultivation, picking, harvesting, collection or catching of food, and
includes the following:
(a)
the transportation or delivery of food on, from or between the
premises on which it was grown, raised, cultivated, picked,
harvested, collected or caught,
(b)

the packing, treating(forclUlmpie, washing) orstoringoffoodon
the premises on which it was grown, raised, cultivated, picked,
harvested, collected or caught,

(e)

the storage of food in a silo thai is not connected with a food

processing operation and the transportation or delivery of food
from, between or to such silos,

(d)

(e)

the sale of livestock al saleyards and the transportation of
livestock to and from s-.aleyards,
any other food production activity that is regulated by orunder an
Act prescribed by the regulations for the purposes of this
subsection.

(2) However, primary food prodllction does not include:
(a)

any process involving the substantial transfonnationoffood (for
example, manufacturing or canning), regardless of whether the
process is carried out on the premises on wruch the food was
grown, cultivated, picked, haIVested, collected or caught, or

(b)

the sale or seIVice of food directly to the public, or

(c)

any other food production activity that is prescribed by the
regulations for the purposes of this subsection.

Note. Section 5 {2) (e) enables regulations to be lTIIIde prescribing food prodi.JC\io(1
activities that are not included in the definition of primary food productioo. Sudl
a regulation might be made, for example, to prescribe a food production activity
in relation to v.t1ich significant and unmanaged food safety hazards have been
identified.

6

Meaning of " unsafe" food
( 1) For the purposes of this Act, food is IInsafe at a particular time if it
would be likely to cause physical hann to a person who might later
consume it, assuming:
(a)

it was, after that particular time and before being consumed by
the person, properly subjected to all processes (if any) that are
relevant to its reasonable intended use, and

p"," 5
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(b)

nothing happened to it after that particular time and before being
consumed by the person that would prevent its being used for its

(e)

it was consumed by the person according to its reasonable
intended usc.

reasonable intended use, and

(2) However, food is not unsafe forthe purposesofthis Act merely because
its inherent nutritional or chemical properties cause, or its inherent nature
causes, adverse reactions only in persons with allergies or sensitivities
that are not common to the majority of persons.

(3) ill subsection (1), processes include processes involving storage and
preparation.
7

Meaning of " unsuitable" food

(I) For the purposes afthis Act, food is unsuitable ifit is food that:
(a)

is damaged, deteriorated or perished to an extent that affects its

(b)

reasonable intended use, or
contains any damaged, deteriorated or perished substance that
affects its reasonable intended use, or

(e)

is the product of a diseased animal, or an animal that has died
otherwise than by slaughter, and has not been declared by or
under another Act to be safe for human consumption, or

(d)

contains a biological or chemical agent, or other matter or
substance, that is foreign to the nature of the food.

(2) However, food is not unsuitable for the purposes of this Act merely
because:
(a)

at any particular time before it is sold for human consumption it
contains an agricultural or vcterinary chemical, or

(b)

w hen it is sold for human consumption it contains an agricultural
or veterinary chemical, so long as it does not contain the chemical
in an amount that contravenes the Food Standards Code, or

(c)

it contains a metal or non-metal contaminant (within the meani ng
of the Food Standards Code) in an amount that does not
contravene the pennitted level forthecontaminantasspecified in
the Food Standards Code, or

(d)

it contains any matter or substance that is pennitted by the Food
Standards Code.

Page 6
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(3) In this section, slaugh/er or an animal includes the killing of an animal
in the process of capturing, taking or harvesting it for the purposes of
preparing it for use as food
8

Application of Act to primary food production

( I) Parts 5, 7 and 8 [of Annex BJ do not apply to or in respect of primary
food production.

(2) The functions conferred on authorised officers by Parts 4 and 6 [of
Annex B] may onlybe exercised in respect cfprimary food production:
(a)
to enable the investigatioll and prosecution of offences against
this Act oc the regulations, or
(b)
in connection with the making or enforcement of emergency
orders under Part 3.
Note. The definition d food busitms excludes primary kx:x:I p!"(l(!I.dion.
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Part 2 Offences relating to food
Division 1
9

Serious offences relating to food

Handling of food in unsafe manner

A person must not handle food intended for sale in a manner that the
person knows will render, or is likely to render, the food unsafe.
Maximwn pt:nalty: $ 1OO,(XX) or imprisornm:nt fur 2 yt:ar'S, or bolh, in thl;:
case of an individual and $500,000 in the case of a corporation.

10

Sale of unsafe food

A person must not sell food that the person knows is unsafe.
Maximum penalty: $100,000 or imprisonment for 2 years, or both, in the
case of an individual and $500,000 in the case of a corporation.
11

False description of food

( I) A person must not cause food intended for sale to be fa lsely described
if the person knows that a consumer of the food who relies on the
description will, or is likely to, suffer physical hann.

Maximum penalty: $100,000 or imprisonment for 2 years, or both, in the
case of an individual and $500,000 in the case of a corporation.
Note. Examples of food that is falsely described are contained in section 18.

(2) A person must not sell food that the person knows is falsely described
and will, or is likely to, cause physical hann to a consumer of the food
who relies on the description.
Maximum penalty: $ 100,000 or imprisonment for 2 years, or both, in the
case of an individual and $500,000 in the case of a corporation.
Note. Examples of food that is falsely described are contained in section 18.

PageS
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Division 2
12

Other offences relating to food

Handling and sale of unsafe food

(I) A person must not handle food intended for sale in a manner thai will
render, or is likely to render, the food unsafe.
Maximum penalty: $50,000 in the case of an individual and $250,000 in

the case of a corporation.
(2) A person must not sell food that is unsafe.
Maximum penalty: $50,000 in the case of an individual and 5250,000 in
the case of a corporation.
13

Handling and sale of unsuitable food

(I) A person must not handle food intended for sale in a milliner thai will
render, or is likely to render, the food unsuitable.

Maximum penalty: $40,000 in the case ofan individual and $200,000 in
the case of a corporation.
(2) A person must not sell food that is unsuitable.

Maximum penalty: $40,000 in the caseofan individual and $200,000 in
the case of a corporation.
(3) For the purposes of this section, it is immaterial whether the food
concerned is safe.
14

Misleading conduct relating to sate of food

( I) A person must not, in the course ofcanying on a food business, engage
in conduct that is misleading or deceptive or is likely to mislead or
deceive in relation to the advertising, packaging or labelling of food
intended for sale or the sale of food.
Maximwn penalty: $50,000 in the case of an individual and $250,000 in
the case of a corporation.
(2) A person must not, for the purpose of effcctingor promoting the sale of
any food in the course of canying on a food business, cause the food 10
be advertised, packaged or labelled. in a way that falsely describes the
food.
Maximum penalty: $50,000 in the case of an individual and $250,000 in
the case of a corporation.
Nota. Examples 011000 that is falsely desoibed are coota ined io sedioo 18.
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(3) A person must not, in the course of canying on a food business, sell

food that is packaged or labelled ina way that falsely describes the food.

Maximum penalty: $50,000 in the case of an individual and $250,000 in
the case of a corporation.
Note. Examples of food that is falsely described are contained in section 18.

(4) Nothing in subsection (2) or (3) limits the generality of subsection (1).
15

Sale of food not complying with purchaser's demand
(1) A person must not, in the course of carrying on a food business, supply
food by way of sale if the food is not of the nature or substance
demanded by the purchaser.

Maximum penalty: $50,000 in the case of an individual and $250,000 in

the case of a corporation.
(2) For the purposes of this section, it is immaterial whether the food

concerned is safe.
16

Sale of unfit equipment or packaging or labelling material

(1) A person must not sel! equipment that if used for the purposes for which
it was designed or inlended to be used:
(a)
would render or be likely to render food unsafe, or
(b)
would put other equipment, or would be likely to pul other
equipment, in such a condition thai, if the other equipment were
used for the purposes for which il was designed or intended to be
used, il would render, or be likely 10 render, food unsafe.
Maximrun penalty: $50,000 in Ihe case ofan individual and $250,000 in
the case of a corporation.
(2) A person must not sell packaging or labelling material thai if used for the
purposes for which it was designed or intended 10 be used would render
or be likely to render food unsafe.
Maximrun penalty: $50,000 in the caseofan individual and$250,OOO in
the case of a corporation.
17

Compliance with Food Standards Code

(I) A person must comply with any requirement imposed on the person by
a provision of the Food Standards Code in relation to the conduct of a
food business or to food inlended for sale or food for sale.
Maximum penalty: $50,000 in the case of an individual and $250,000 in
the case of a corporation.
Page 10
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(2) A person must not sell any food that does not comply with any
requirement of the Food Standards Code that relates to the food.

Maximum penalty: $50,000 in the case of an individual and $250,000 in
the case of a corporation.

(3) A person must not sell or advertise any food that is packaged or labelled
in a manner that contravenes a provision of the Food Standards Code.
Maximum penalty: $50,000 in the case of an individual and $250,000 in

the case ofa corporation.
(4) A person must not sell or advertise for sale any food in a manner thai
contravenes a provision of the Food Standards Code.

Maximum penalty: $50,000 in the case of an individual and $250,000 in
the case of a corporation.
18

False descriptions of food
(1) Forthe purposes of this Part, food that is falsely described includes food
to which anyone or more of the following paragraphs appl ies:

(a)

the food is represented as being of a particular nature or
substance for which there is a prescribed standard under the
Food Standards Code and the food does not comply with that
prescribed standard,

(b)

the food is represented as being of a particular nature or
substance and it contains, or is mixed or diluted with, any
substance in a quantity or proportion that significantly diminishes
its food value or nutritive properties as compared with food of the
represented nature or substance,

(c)

the food is represented as being of a particular nature or
substance and it contains, or is mixed or diluted with, any
substance of lower commercial value than food of the
represented nature or substance,

(d)

the food is represented as being of a particular nature or
substance and a constituent of the food has been wholly or partly
removed so that its properties are diminished as compared with
food of the represented nature or substance,

(e)

any word, statement, device or design used in the packaging or
labelling of the food, or in an advertisement for the food, would
create a fulse impression as to the nature or substance of the
food, or the commercial value of the food, in the mind of a
reasonable person,
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(f)

the food is not of the nature or substance represented by the

manner in which it is packaged, labelled or offered for sale.
(2) Without limiting the application of subsection (I) of this section to
section II (2), foodis falsely described forthepurposesofsection 11 (2)
ifi! is supplied in response to a purchaser's request for a particular type
of food, or a food thai does not contain a particular ingredient, and the
food is not oftha! type or contains that ingredient.
19

Application of provisions outside jurisdiction

For the purposes of a provision of this Part, it does not matter that the
food concerned was sold or intended for sale outside this jurisdiction.
Note. See section 21 for a defence in relation

Defences

Divis ion 3
20

to food intended lor export

Defence relating to publication of advertisements

(I) In any proceedings for an offence under this Part in relation to the
publication of an advertisement, it is a defence for a person to prove that
the person carried on the business of publishing or arranging for the
publication of advertisements and that the person published or arranged
forthe publication ofthe advertisement in question in the ordinary course
oftha! business.
(2) Subsection (I) does not apply if the person:

(a)

should reasonably have known that the publication of the
advertisement was an offence, or

(b)

had previously been infonned in writing by therelevant authority
that publication of such an advertisement would constitute an
offence, or

(c)

is the proprietor of a food business or is otherwise engaged in the
conduct of a food business for which the advertisements
concerned were published.
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21

Defence in res pect of food for export

( I) In any proceedings for an offence under this Part involving a
contravention of or failure to comply with a provision of the Food
Standards Code in relation to food, it is a defence for a person to prove
that:
(,)
the food in question is to be exported to anolber country, and
(h)

the food complies with the laws in forreal the time oftheaUeged
offence in the place to which the food is to be exported, being
laws that deal with the same subject-matter as the provision of
the Food Standards Code concerned.

(2) This section does not apply to food that was originally intended for
export but was sold in this jurisdiction.
22

Defence of due diligence

( \ ) In any proceedings for an offence under this Part. it is a defence ifit is

proved that the person look all reasonable precautions and exercised all
due diligence to prevent the commission of the offence by the perwn or
by another person under the person's control.
(2) Without limiting the ways in which a person may satisfy the

requirements of subsection (I), a person satisfies those requirements if
it is proved:
(a)

that the commission of the offence was due to:
(i)
an act or default of another person, or
(ii)
reliance on infonniltion supplied by :lllother person, anrl

(b)

that:
(i)

(c)
Cd)

the person carried out all such checks of the food
concemedas were reasonable in all the circumstances, or
it was reasonable in all the circumstances to rely on
(ii)
checks carried out by the person who supplied the food
concerned to the person, and
that the person did not import the food into the jurisdiction from
anothercountty,and
in the case of an offence involving the sale of food, that:
(i)
the person sold the food in U:e same condition as whcn
the person purchased it, or
(ii)
the person sold the food in a different condition to that in
which the person purchased it, but that the difference did
not result in any contravention of this Act or the
regu lations, and
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lee}

that the person did not know and had no reason to suspect at the
lime ofcorrunission of the alleged offence that the person's act or

omission would constitute an offence under the relevant section].
(3) In subsection (2) (a), another penjOIl does not include
was:

(a)
(b)

aperson who

an employee or agent of the defendant, or
in the case of a defendant that is a body corporate, a director,
employee or agent of the defendant.

(4) Without limiting the ways in wltich a person may satisty the
requirements of subsection (\) or (2) (b) (i), a person may satisfY those
requirements by proving that:

(a)

(b)

[23

in the case ofan offence relating to a food business for which a
food safety program is required to be prepared in accordance
with the regulations, the person complied with a food safety
program for the food business that complies with the
requirements of the regulations, or
in any other case, the person complied with a scheme (for
example, a quality assurance progrnm or an industry code of
practice) thai was:
(i)
designed to manage food safety hazards and based 011
Australian national or international standards, codes or
guidelines designed for that purpose, and
Oi)
documented in some manner.

Defence of mistaken and reasonable belief not available

In any proceedings for an offence under Division 2, it is no defence that
the defendant had a mistaken but reasonable belief as to the facts that
constituted the offence.]
24

Defence in respect of handling food

In any proceedings for an offence under section 9, 12 (I) or 13 (I), it is
a defence if it is proved that the person caused the food to wbich the
offence relates to be destroyed or otherwise disposed of immediately
after the food was handled in the manner that was likely to render it
unsafe or unsuitable,
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25

Defence in respect of sale of unfit equipment or packaging or labelling
material

In any proceedings for an offence under section 16 (I) or (2), it is a
defence If the person proves that the person reasonably believed that the
equipment or material concerned was not intended for use in connection
with the handling of food.
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Part 3 Emergency powers
26

Making of order
An order may be made under this Pan by the relevant authority if the
relevant authority has reasonable grounds to believe that the makingof

the order is necessary to prevent or reduce the possibility of a serious
danger to public health or to mitigate !he adverse consequences of a
serious danger to public health.

27

Nature of order

(I) An order under this Part may do anyone or more oftbe following:
(a)
require the publication ofwamings, in a fonn approved by the
relevant authority, that a particular food or type offood is unsafe,
(b)
prohibit the cultivation, taking. baJY":sting or obtaining, from a
specified area, of a particular food or type of food or other
primary produce intended to be used for human consumption,

(c)
(d)

(e)

prohibit a particular food or type of food from being advertised
or sold,
direct thai a particular food or type of food consigned or
distributed for sale or sold be recalled and specifY the manner in
which, and me period within which, the recall is to be conducted,
direct that a particular food or type of food or other primary
produce intended to be used for human conrumption be
impounded, isolated, destroyed or othetWise disposed of and
specity the manner in which the impounding, isolation,
destruction or disposal is to be conducted,

(f)

prohibit absolutely the carrying on of an activity in relation to a
particular food or type offood, or permit the carrying on of the
activity in accordance with conditions specified in the order,

(g)

without limiting the generality of paragraph (f), impose
conditions relating to the taking and analysis of samples of the
food or of water or soil or any other thing that is part of Ihe
environment in whicb tbatactivity is carried on in relation to the

(h)

food,
specify melhods of analysis (nol inconsistent wilh any methods
prescribed by the Food Standards Code) of any samples required
to be taken in accordance with the order.
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(2) An order under this Part may be varied o r revoked by the relevant

authority in the same manner as the order was made.
28

Special provisions relating to recall orders
(1) A recall order may require the person, or the persons of a class, that is
bound by the order to disclose to the public or to a class of persons
specified in the order, in a manner so specified, anyone or more of the
fo llowing:

(a)

the particular food or type offood to be recalled or disposed of,

(b)

the reasons why the food is considered to be unsafe,

(c)

the circumstances in which the consumption of the food is
unsafe,

(d)

procedures for disposing of the food.

(2) A person who is required by a recall order to conduct a recall of any
food must give written notice to the relevant authority of the completion

of the fecall as soon as practicable after Utat completion.
(3) A person who is hound by a recall order is liable for any COsl incurred
by or on behalf of the relevant authority in connection with the recall
order and any such cost is taken to be a debt due to the relevant
authority from that person.
(4) In any proceedings for the recovery of the debt, a certificate signed by
the relevant authority stating the amount ofl'ny costs and the manner in
which they were incurred is evidence of the matters certified.
29

Manner of making orders
(I) An order under this Part:
(a)

may be made in writing addressed to the persoll or persons
intended to be bound by it, and served on that perron or each of
those persons, as the case requires, or

(b)

may be addressed to several persons, to a class of persons, or to
all persons.

(2) Notice of an order addressed as referred to in subsection (I) (b) setting
oul the lelmS of the order and the persons to be bound by the order
must, as soon as practicable after the order is made, be published in a
newspaper that, in the opinion of the relevant authority, will be most
likely to bring the order to the attention of the persons bound by it.
(3) An order under this Part, when it takes effect, is binding on the person
or persons to whom it is addressed.
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(4) An order that is served on a person takes effect when it is served.

(5) An order, notice of which is published under subsection (2), takes effect
al the beginning of the first day on which the notice was published.

(6) An order ceases to have effect at the ex.pirntion 0[90 days after the day
on which it takes effect unless it is sooner revoked.
(7) Subsection (6) does nOI prevent a furtb.er order being made in the same
terms as an order that has expired.

30

Compensation

(1) A person bound by an order under this Part who suffers loss as a result
of the making of the order may app ly to the relevant authority for
compensation ifthe person considers that there were insufficient grollluis
for the making of the order.
(2) If Ihere were insufficient grounds for the making of the order, the
re levant authority is to pay such compensation to the applicant as isjust
and reasonable.
(3) The relevant authority is to send written notification of its determination
as to the payment of compensation under this section to each applicant
for the payment of such compensation.
(4) If the re levant authority has not detennined an application for
compensation under this section within 28 days of receiving the
application, the relevant authority is taken to have refused to pay any
compensation.
(5) An applicant forthepaymentof compensation under this section who is
dissatisfied with a detennination by the relevant authority as to the
refusal to pay compensation or as to the amount of compensation may
app ly to the appropriate review body for a review of the detennination:

31

(a)

within 28 days after the day on which notification of the
determination was received, or

(b)

in a case to which subsection (4) appl ies, within 28 days ofthe
28-day period referred to in that subsection.

Failure to comply with emergency order
A person must not, without reasonable excuse:
(a)
(b)

carry on an activity in contravention of any prohibition imposed
on the perron by an order under this Part, or
neglect or refuse to comply with a direction given by such an
order, or
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(c)

fail 10 comply with a condition specified in such an order.

Maximwn penalty: $50,000 in the case of an individual or $250,000 in
the case of a corporation.
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Part 4 Proceedings for offences
32

Altemative verd icts for serious food offence:)

(I) If, on the trial ora person charged with an offence against section 9 the
trier offact is not satisfied iliat the person committed the offence but is
satisfied thaI the person committed an offence against section 12 (1), the
trier of fact may find the person not guilty of the offence charged but
guilty of an offence against section 12 (1), and the person is liable to
punishment accordingly.

(2) If, on the trial ofa person charged with anoffenceagainst section 10, the
trier offacl is not satisfied that the person committed the offence but is
~ill.b fkd that tht: pen;on committed an offence against section 12 (2), the
trier of fact may find the person not guilty of the offence charged but
gu ilty of an offence against section 12 (2), and the person is liable to
punishment accordingly.
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Part 1 Preliminary
Name of Act

[Form to be determined by each jurisdiction].
2

Commencement

[Form to be determined by each jurisdiction].
3

Definitions

(1) In this Act:
appropriate l!n/orcemellt agency means, in relation to the provision ill
which the expression is used, the enforcement agency prescribed by the
regulations for the purposes of that provision.
appropriate review body [to be dctennined by each jurisdiction-for
NSW this would be the Administrative Decisions Tribunal constituted
under the Administrative Decisions Tribunul Act 1997] .
approl'ed analyst means a pernon approved under Division 4 of Part 6.

"PPIOI'ed form means the fonn approved from time to time by the
relevant authority.
apprOl'ed laboratory means a laboratory approved under Division 3 of

Part 6.
Allstralia New Zea/alld Food Autl.ority means the Australia New
Zealand Food Authority constituted by theA uslralia New Zealand Food
Authorily Act 199/ of the Commonwealth.
allth orised officer means a person appointed under Division 3 o rpart
9.
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l!njorcemctlt agenC» means:
(a)
the relevant authority, or
(b)
any person orbody, or a person or body withina classofpersons
or bodies, prescribed by the regulations for the purposes ofthis
definition.
examine includes weigh, count, test or measure.
fo od safety auditor means a person approved under Division I oepart
7.
head of an enfo rcement agency means the person prescribed by the

regulations as the head ofan enforcement agency for the purposes of this
definition.

improl-'emcnt notice means an improvement notice issued under Part 5.
issuing officer [to be detennined by each jurisdiction-for NSW this
would be an authorised justice within the meaning of the Search
Warranls Act /985).

police officer (to be detennined by each jurisdiction-for NSW this
definition is covered by the Interpretation Act 1987].
prollibition order means a prohibition order made under Part 5.
public institution means [to be detcnnined by each jurisdiction--the
intention is to ooverprisons (correctional centres in NSW) and hospitals].
relevam authority [to be detennined by each jurisdiction].
tIle /I1illiSler [to be dctennined by each jurisdiction-for NSW this
definition is covered by the Interpretation Act 1987}.
,ltis jurisdiction [to be determined by each jurisdiction].
(2) Notes included in this Act are explanatory notes and do not fonn part of
this Acl
4

Application of Act to water s uppliers

(I) The following provisions of this Act do not apply to a watcr supplier in
respect of the supply of water for human consumption through a
reticulated water system:
(a)

(b)

sections 9, 11 , 12 (1), 13 (I), 14, 15, 16 and 17 (but only to the
extent to which it requires compliance with the requirements of
the Food Safety Standards), rO nftilJg note: Tbese sections lire
contained in Annex A.I
Parts 5, 7 and 8.
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(2) In this section, water supplier means:

(a)

a body that is constituted by or under an Act and that has as or as
one orits functions the supply of water for human consumption,

(b)

"a person that is employed or engaged by such a body to supply

(c)

any body or person prescribed by the regulations for the purposes

waler for human consumption, or
of this section.
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Part 2 Offences relating to food
5

Handling of food in unsafe manner
A person must not handle food intended for sale in a manner that the

person ought reasonably to know is likely to render the food unsafe.
Maximum penalty: $75,000 in the case of an individual and $375,000 in
the case of a corporation.

6

Sale of unsafe food

A person must not sell food that the person ought reasonably to know is
unsafe.

Maximum penalty: $75,OOOin the caseofan individual and $375,000 in
the case of a corporation.

7

False description of food

(I) A person must not cause food intended for sale to be falsely described
if the person ought reasonably to know that a consumer of the food who
relies on the description is likely to suffer physical hann.
Maximum penalty: $75,000 in the case ofan individual and$375,OOO in
the case of a corporation.
Note. Examples of food that is falsely described are contair1ed in section 18 [of
Annex

AI.

(2) A person must not sell food that the person ought reasonably to know is
falsely described and is likely to cause physical harm to a consumer of
the food who relies on the description.
Maximum penalty: $75,000 in the case of an individual and $375,000 in
the case of a corporation.
Note. Examples of food that is falsely described are contaiood in section 18 [of
AI1nex AI.

Drafting note: U the pr ovisions of this Part are included, consequential
amendments may need to be made to clauses 18 (2), 23, 24 and 32 of Annex A
where specific reference is made to certain offence provisions.
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Part 3 Emergency powers
8

limitation on stay of operation of emergency orders

In any proceedings for judicial review or in any other proceedings, a
court or tribunal is not authorised to make an interlocutory order that has
the effect ofstaying the operation of an order under Part 3 [of Annex A].
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Part 4 Inspection and seizure powers
Division 1
9

Inspection

Powers of authorised officers

(I) For the purposes of this Act, an authorised officer may, at any
reasonable time, do anyone or more of the following:

(a)

alone, or with such police officers or other persons as the
authorised officer considers necessary, enter and inspect any

(b)

premises that the authorised officer reasonably believes are used
in connection with the handling of any food intended for sale or
the sale of food or any food transport vehicle,
alone, or with such police officers or other persons as the
authorised officer considers necessary, enter and inspect any
premises or food transport vehicle, in which the authoriserl officer
reasonably believes that there are any records or documents that
relate to the handling orany food intended for sale or the sale of
food,

(e)

examine any food intended for sale,

(d)

open and examine any package that the authorised officer
reasonably believes contains any food intended for sale or any
equipment,

(e)

open and examine any equipment,

(f)

subject to Division I of Part 6, for the purpose of analysing any
food sold or intended for sale or for canying out any other
examination in order to detennine whether the provisions of this
Act or the regulations are being complied with, demand, select
and obtain samples of any food,

(g)

for the purpose of analysis, take samples of water or soil or any
other thing that is part of the envirorunenl in which any food is
handle<! 10 detennine w hetherthat environment poses a risk 10 the
safety of the food for human consumption,

(h)

take samples of any thing, otherthan for the purpose of analysis,
that the authorised officer reasonably believes may be use<! as
evidence that an offence has been, or is being, committed under
th is Act or the regulations,
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(i)

0)
(k)

examine any records or documents referred to in paragraph (b),
make copies of those records or documents or any part of them
and, fortha! purpose, take away and retain (rorsueh time as may
be reasonably necessruy) any such records or documents or any
part of them,
mp ~d detam ~y vehide th" the "thori"" om", i,
authorised by this subsection to enter,
open, or require to be opened, any container used for the
conveyance of goods, or any package, that the authorised officer
reasonably believes to contain any food sold or intended for sale,
or any equipment,

(1)

take such photographs, films or audio or visual recordings as the
authorised officer considers necessary,

(m)

take any measurements and make sketches or drawings or any
other type of record.

(n)

require a person to provide infonnation or answer questions in
connection with the authorised officers functions under this Act
or to produce any record, document or thing that an authorised
officer is authorised to examine under this Act,
require a person to state the person's name and residential
address,
generally make such investigations and inquiries as may be
necessruy to ascertain whether an offence under this Act or the
regulations has been or is being oommitted.

(0)

(P)

(2) This section does not authorise entry into any part of premises that is
being used solely for residential purposes, except:
(a)
with the oonsent of the occupier of the premises, or
(b)
under the authority of a search warrant, or
(c)
if that part of the premises is being used for the preparation or
service of meals provided with paid acoommodation.
10

Self-incrimination not an excuse

(1) A person is not excused from a requirement under section 9 to provide
infonnation or answer questions, or to produce any record, document or
thing, on the ground that Ihe infonnation, answer, record, document or
thing might incriminate the person or make the person liable 10 a penalty.
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(2) However, any infonnation or answer furnished, or record, document or
thing produced. by a natural person in compliance with such a
requirement is not admissible in evidence against the person incriminaJ
proceedings othenhan proceedings for an offence against section 13, 14,
15 or 16.
11

Power of seizure

An authorised officer may seize any food, or any vehicle, equipment,
package or labelling or advertising material, or any other thing at all, that
the authorised officer believes on reasonable grounds is evidence that an
offence under this Act or the regulations has been or is being committed.
12

Search warrants

(1) An authorised officl:r may apply 10 an issuing officer for a search W&rdJlt
if the authorised officer has reasonable grounds for believing thai a
provision of this Act or the regulations has been or is being contravened
on premises.
(2) An issuing officer to whom an application is made under this section
may, if satisfied that there are reasonable grounds for doing so, issue a
search warrant authorising the authorised officer named in the warrant,
when accompanied by a police officer, and such other person (if any) as
is named in the warrant:
(a)
to enter the premises concerned, and
(b)
to search the premises forevidenceofa contravention of this Act
or the regulations.
(3) Part 3 of the Search Warrants Act /985 applies to a search warrant

issued under this section.
13

Failure to comply with requirements of authorised officers

(1) A person must not, without reasonable excuse, fail to comply with a
requirement of an authorised officer duly made under this Division.
Maximum penalty: $50,000 in the case of an individual and $250,000 in
the case of a corporation.
(2) Such a requirement is nO( duly made unless, at the time of the making
of the requirement, the person of whom the requirement is made is
infonned by the authorised officerthat a refusal or failure to comply with
the requirement may constitute an offence.
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14

Interfering with seized items

A person must not, without the pennission of an authorised officer,
detain, remove or tamper with any food, vehicle, equipment, package or
Jabel1ing or advertising material orotherthing that has been seized under

this Act, unless it has been returned in accordance with Division 2 or an
order disallow ing the seizure has been made under that Division.

Maximum penalty: $SO,(lOO in the case of an individual and $250,000 in
the case of a corporation.

15

False information

A person must not, in connection with a requirement or direction under
th is Act, provide any infonnalion or produce any document that the
pernon knows is false or misleading in a malerial particular.

Maximum penalty: $50,000 in the case of an individual and $250,000 in
the case of a corporation.
16

Obstructing or impersonating authorised officers
(1) A person must not, without reasonable excuse, resist, obstruct, or

attempt to obstruct, an authorised officer in the exercise of the authorised
officer's functions under this Act.
Maximum penalty: $50,000.
(2) A person must not impersonate an authorised officer.
Maximum penalty: $50,000.
(3) A person must not threaten, intimidate or assault an authorised officer in
the exercise of the authorised officer'S functions under this Act.
Maximum penalty: $50,000.

Division 2
17

Items seized by authorised officers

Seized items

(I ) Any item seized under this Part may, at the option of the authorised
officer who seized the item or of any authorised officer acting in his or
her place, be detained in the premises where it was found or be removed
to another place and detained there.
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(2) If the item is to be detained in the premises where it was found, the
authorised officer:

(a)
(b)

may place it in a room, compartment or cabinet in those
premises, and
may mark, fasten and seal the door or opening providing access
to that room. compartment or cabinet, and

(e)

18

must ensure that it is marked in such a way as to indicate that it
has been seized lUlder this Act.

Notification of seizure

An authorised officer who seizes any item under this Part must, as soon
as practicable after the seizure, give the person from whom the item was
seized written notification afthe seizure lhat includes the following:
(a)
a description of the items seized,
(b)

the reason for the seizure,

(0)

an explanation of the person's right to make an application to the
court under section 25 for an order disallowing the seizure,

(d)
(e)

the address of the place where the item is held if the item has
been removed from the premises where it was seized,
the name of the enforcement agency to whom the authorised

officer reports.
19

Destruction of filthy, decomposed or putrid matter

If an authorised officer who has seized food lUlder this Part is satisfied
that the food consists whoUy or partly of filthy, decomposed or putrid
matter or that it poses an immediate risk to health or property, the
aulhorised officer (disregarding any provision to the contrary in this Part)
may cause the food to be destroyed.

20

Return of seized item

If, before any item seized underthis Part is forfeited to the Crown under
this Division, Ihe enforcement agency concerned becomes satisfied that
there has been no contravention of this Act or the regulations of which
the item is evidence, the enforcement agency must, as soon as
practicable, cause the item 10 be delivered to:
(a)

the person from whom it was seized, or

(b)

such other person as appears 10 the enforcement agency to be
entitled to it
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21

Forfeiture of item

(1) An item seized under this Part is forfeited to the Cro\VfJ:
(a)

(b)

on the expiration of the period allowed by section 25 for the
making of an application for an order disallowing the seizure jf
the item has not been dealt with under section 20 and no
application under section 25 has been made within that period, or
if an application for an order disallowing the seizure has been
made lUlder section 25 but the application has been refused or
has been withdrnwn before a decision on the application has been
made, on the date on which the application is refused or
withdrawn.

(2) An item forfe ited to the Crown under this section may be destroyed, sold

or olherwise disposed of as the enforcement agency concerned may,
generally or in a particular case, direct.

22

Cost of destruction or disposal of forfeited item

(I) A person who was the owner of an item immediately before its
forfeiture under this Division is liable for any cost incurred by or on
behalf of the enforcement agency concerned in COlUlection with the
lawful destruction or disposal of the item (including any storage costs)
and any such cost is taken 10 be a debt due to the enforcement agency
from that person.

(2) In any proceedings for the recovery of the debt, a certificate signed by
the enforcement agency stating the amountofany costs and the manner
in which they were incurred is evidence oflhe matters certified.
23

Return of forfeited item

(I) An item seized lUlder this Part that is forfeited under this Division and
that has not been destroyed or otherwise disposed of in a manner that
would prevenl its return must, as soon as practicable, be delivered to the
person from whom it was seized, or such other person as appears to the
enforcement agency concerned to be entitled to it, if the enforcement
agency becomes satisfied that no contravention of this Act or the
regulations has been committed in relation to the item.
(2) On being so delivered, any proprietary and other interests in the item that
existed immediately before its forfeiture art" restored.
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24

Compensation to be paid in certain circumstances

(I) A person may apply for compensation foran item seized under this Part.
(2) An enforcement agency is to pay such compensation as is just and

reasonable in relation 10 any item seized under this Part by an authorised
officer appointed by it if:

(a)

no contravention of this Act or the regulations has been
committed in relation to the item, and

(b)

the item cannot be returned or has in consequence of the seizure
depreciated in value.

(3) An enforcement agency required to make a detennination under
subsection (2) as to the payment of compensation is to send written
notification ofils delennination to the person from whom the item was

seized and any person seeking compensation under this section.
(4) If an enforcement agency dctennines to pay compensation under this
section in relation to an item, the compensation is to be paid to tbeperson
from whom the item was seized, or such other person as appears to the
enforcement agency to be entitled to it.
(5) A person from whom an item was seized under this Part, or any other
person who has sought compensation under this section, who is
dissatisfied with a detennination by an enforcement agency as to the
payment of such compensation may apply to the appropriate review body
for a rev iew of the detennination within 10 oays after the date on which
notification of the detennination was received.
25

Application for order disallowing seizure
(I) A person claiming to be entitled to any item seized under this Part may,
within lO days after the date on which the seizure took place, lodge an
application with the court for an order disallowing the seizure.
(2) The application is to bemade in accordance with the ruicsgovemingthe
court and is not to be heard unless the appl icant has previously served a
copy of the application on the enforcement agency concerned.

26

Enforcement agency entitled to answer application
The enforcement agency concerned is entitled to appear as respondent
at the hearing of an application made under section 25.
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27

Order for return of seized item

The court, on the hearing of an application made under section 25, must
make an order disallowing the seizure of an item i f:
(a)
it is proved that the applicant would, but for the seizure, be
entitled to the item and it is not proved that an offence under this
Act or the regulations was being, or had been, committed, being

(b)

an offence of which the item was evidence, or
in the opinion of the court, there are exceptional circumstances
justifYing the making of such an oruer,

but otherwise the court must refuse the application.
28

Ancillary orders

(I) In the event thaI the court makes an order for the return of any item
seized WIder this Part, it must also make olle or both of the fo llowing

orders:
(a)

(b)

an order directing the respondent to cause the item to be
delivered to the applicant or to such other person as appears to
the court to be enti tl ed to ii,
if the item crumot for any reason be so delivered or has in
consequence of the seizure depreciated in vaJue, an order

directing the enforcement agency concerned to pay to the
applicant such amount by way of compensation as the court
considers to be just and reasonable.
(2) The award of costs with respect to the hearing of the application lies in
the discretion of the court
(3) If the court makes an order for the payment of any amount as
compensation or awards any amount as costs, the order is enforceable as
a judgment of the court.
29

Adjournment pending hearing of other proceedings

If on the hearing of an application made under section 25 it appears to
the court that the item that is the subject of the application is required to
be produced in evidence in any pending proceedings in connection with
an offence under this Act or the regulations or under any other Act or
regulations under any other Act, the court, on the application of the
respondent or on its own motion, may adjourn the hearing until the
conclusion of those proceedings.
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Part 5 Improvement notices and prohibition orders for
premises or equipment
30

Unclean or unfit premises, vehicles or equipment

If an authorised officer believes, on reasonable grounds, thaI:
(a)

any premises used by a food business in connection with the

handling of food intended for sale or any equipment or food
transport vehicle is in an unclean or insanitary condition or is
otherwise unfit for the purpose for which it is designed or

intended to be used, or
(b)

any premises used by a food business in connection with the
handling of food intended for sale or any equipment or food
transport vehicle does not comply with a provision of the Food
Safety Standards, or

(c)

in relation to any premises used in COWIection with the handling
offood for sale or any food transport vehicle, any relevant food
safety program prepared in accordance with the regulations is not
being implemented adequately by a food business, or
any provision of the Food Standards Code is being contravened
in relation to the handling of food intended for sale on any
premises or in any food transport vehicle used by a food business
in connection with the handling of food intended for sale,

(d)

the authorised officer may serve an improvement notice on the proprietor
of the food business in accordance with this Parl
31

Improvement notice

(1) An improvement notice is to take the fonn of an order that:
(a)
premises, equipment or a food transport vehicle be put into a
clean and sanitary condition, or be repaired, to the satisfaction of
an authorised. officer, or
(b)
equipment or a vehicle be replaced, or
(c)
a food safety program be prepared if required by the regulations,
0<

(d)
(e)

a food safety program required by the regulations be revised so
as to comply with the requirements of the regulations, or
in relation to thehandlingoffood intt:nded for sale, measures be
taken to implement the provisions of any relevant food safety
program required to be prepared by the regulations,
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(I)

in relation to the handling of rood intended for sale, measures be
taken to implement the requirements of the Food Safety
Standards,

within a period 0[24 hours (or such longer period as is specified in the
notice) after the service of the notice on the proprietor of the food

business.
(2) Before the end of the period specified in the improvement notice, the

authorised officer who issued the notice may, on his or her own motion
or on the application of the proprietor of the food business, extend the
period within which the proprietor of the food business is to take action
in accordance with the notice.
(3) An improvement notice is to state that it is issued under Ihis section.
32

Compliance with improvement notice

(1) If an improvement notice is complied with, an authorised officer is to

note the date of compliance on a copy of the notice.
(2) An authorised officer must give a copy of an improvement notice, noted
in accordance with this section, tothe person on whom the improvement
notice was served if requested to do so by the person.
33

Prohibition order

(I) If a relevant authority or the head of an enforcement agency believes, on
reasonable grounds:
(a)
that any of the circumstances specificti in section 30 (a), (b), (c)
or (d) exist, and
(b)
that:
0)
theproprietorofa food business has not complied with an
improvement notice within the time required by section
31 for compliance, or
(ii)
the issue of the order is necessary to prevent or mitigate
a serious danger to public health,
the relevant authority or the head of the enforcement agency may serve
a prohibition order on the proprietor of the food business in accordance
with this Part.
(2) A prohibition order is to take the fonn of an order that:
(a)
no food intended for sale is to be handled on specified premises
or a specified part of specified premises, or
(b)
no food intended for sale is to be conveyed in a specified vehicle.

"
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(c)
(d)

specified equipment is not to be used in COlUlection with food
intended for sale, or
no food intended for sale is to be handled by a food business in
a specified way or for a specified purpose,

until the proprietor of the food business has been given a certificate of
clearance stating that the premises, part of the premises, vehicle or

equipment may be used for the handling or conveyance offood intended
for sale, or fcr use in connection with such food, ortha! the food may be
handled in the specified way or for the specified purpose, as the case
maybe.
(3) A prohibition order is to state that it is issued under this section.

(4) The relevant authority or person that made the order must give a

certificate of clearance if, after an inspection of the premises, part of the
premises, vehicle or equipment, or the way of handling food, specified
in Ihe prohibition order, the relevant authority or person fmds, by the
relevant authority's or person's own inspection or the report of an
authorised officer, that:
(a) - the premises, part of the premises, vehicle or equipment, or the
handlingoffood by the food business in the specified wayor for
the speci lied purpose, is not a serious danger to public health, and
(b)
the perwn on whom the prohibition order was served has
complied with the prohibition order and any improvement notices
served on the person.
34

Scope of notices and orders
An improvement notice or a prohibition order may be made with respect
to anyone or more of the following:
(a)
any premises or any part of any premises, food transport vebicle
or equipment specified in the notice or order,
(b)
all equipment contained on any premises or any part of any
premises, or in a food tnmsport vehicle, specified in the notice or
order, or any specifie<l equipment so contained,
(c)
the handling of food intended for sale by a food business in a
specified way or for a specified purpose.

35

Notices and orders to contain certain information

An improvement notice or prohibition order under this Part:
(a)
must specify any provision of the Food Standards Code to which
it relates, and
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(b)

may specify particular action to be taken by a person to ensure
compliance with the provision of the food Standards Code to
which it relates.

36

Request for re -inspection
(I) The proprietor of the food business whose premises (other than a
vehicle) are affected by a prohibition order may at any time after the
order has been served make a written request to the relevant authority or
person who made the order to cause the premises to be inspected by an

authorised officer.
(2) The proprietor of the food business whose vehicle or equipment is
affected by a prohibition order may at any lime after the order has been
served make a written request to the relevant authority or person who
made the order to cause the vehicle or equipment to be inspected by an

authorised officer:
(a)
(b)

at the place where it was originally inspected, or
if it is nol convenient for it to be inspected al that place, at some
other place thai the relevant authority or person who made the
order has agreed to.

(3) If a request for inspection is made lUlder this section and the premises,
vehicle or equipment concerned, through no flUlt of the proprietor of the
food business, is not inspected by an authoriscdofficerwithin the period
of 48 hours of the receipt of the request by the relevant authority or
person, a certificate of clearance is taken to have been given to the
proprietor of the food business under section 33.
37

Contravention of improvement notice or prohibition order
A person must not contravene or fail to comply with a prohibition order
served on the person under this Part.

Maximum penalty: $50,000 in the case of an individual and $250,000 in
the case of a corporation.
38

Review of decision to refuse c ertificate of clearance

A person aggrieved by a decision of the relevant authority or person to
refuse to giveacertificate ofclearancelUldersection33 may apply to the
appropriate review body for a review of the decision.
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39

Compensation

(1) A person bolUld bya prohibition order who suffers loss as a result of the
making of the order may apply to the relevant authority or person who
made the order for compensation if the person considers that there were
no grounds for the making of the order.
(2) U there were no grounds for the making of the order, the re levant
authority or enforcement agency is to pay such compensation to the

applicant as is just and reasonable.
(3) The relevant authority or enforcement agency is to send written
notification of its detennination as to the payment of compensation under
this section to each applicant for the payment of such compensation.

(4) An applicant for compensation Wider this section who is dissatisfied with
a delennmalion under subsection (3) as to the refusal to pay

compensation or as to the amount of compensation may apply to the
appropriate review body for a review of the detennination within 28 days
after the day on which notification of the detennination was received.
(5) 1f the relevant authority has not detennined an application for
compensation under this section within 28 days of receiving the
application, the relevant authority is taken to have refused to pay any
compensation.
(6) An applicant forthc payment of compcnsation under thisscction who is

dissatisfied with a determination by the relevant authority as to the refusal
to pay compensation or as to the amount ofcompensation may apply to
the appropriate review body for a review of the detennination:
(a)
within 28 days after the day on which notification of the
determination was received, or
(b)
in a case to which subsection (5) applies, within 28 days of the
28-day period referred to in that subsection.
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Part 6 Taking and analysis of samples
Division 1
40

Taking of samples

Proprietor to be informed

Whenever an authorised officer obtains a sample offood for the purposes
of analysis, an authorised officer must, either before or as soon as

practicable after obtaining the sample, infann:
(a)

the proprietor of the food business from which the sample is to

(b)

be taken or was taken, or
if the proprietor is not present or readily available, the person
from whom the sample was obtained or who was in charge of the
food from which the sample was taken,

of the authorised officer's intention to have the sample analysed.

41

Payment for s ample
An authorised officer when obtaining a sample of food must pay, or

tender payment of:
the amount prescribed by the regulations as the amount payable

(a)

for the sample concerned, or
(b)

irna such amount is prescribed by the regulations, an amount

equal to the current market value of the sample,
to the person from whom the sample is obtained.
42

Samples from vending machines

Sections 40 and 4 1 do not apply to the obtaining of a sample by an
authorised officer from a vending machine if the authorised officer
obtains the sample by making proper payment for it and the authorised
officer cannot identifY anyone who at the time appears to be in charge of
the machine.
43

Packag ed food
An authorised officer who takes a sample offood for the purposes of this
Act that is contained in a closed package intended for retail sale must
take the whole of the pacJrnge unless the pacJrnge contains two or more
smaller pacJrnges of the same food.
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Procedure to be followed

(1) This section applies to the taking of samples for the purposes of this Act
except to the extent that the Food Standards Code otherwise provides.
(2) An authorised officer who obtains a sample of food for the purposes of
analysis must (unless subsection (3) applies):
(a)
divide the sample into 3 separate parts and mark and seal or
fasten each part in such manner as its nature will pennit, and
(b)
leave onc part with the proprietor of the food business or any
other pernln from whom the sample was obtained or a person

appearing to be the employee or agent of that proprietor or other
person, and
(c)

submit one of the remaining parts for analysis, and

(d)

retain the other remaining part for future comparison.

(3) lfthedivisionofasampie for analysis into 3 separate parts in accordance
with subsection (2) would in the opinion of the authorised officer:

(a)
(b)

(c)

so affect or impair the composition or quality ofthe sample as to
render the separate parts unsuitable for accurate analysis, or
result in the separate parts being of an insufficient size for
accurate analysis, or
render the sample in any other way unsuitable for analysis,
including a method of analysis prescribed by the regulations in
relation 10 the food from wlrieh the sample was taken,

the authorised officer may take, inaccordancewith this section, asmany
samples as the authorised officer considers necessary to enable an
accurate analysis 10 be carried out and may deal with the sample or
samples in such manner as is appropriate in the circumstances.
(4) If a sample of food is taken by an authorised officer in the fonn of
separate or severable objects, it is not necessary, in dividing that sample
into parts in accordance with this section, to divide anyone of those
objects, and it is sufficient compliance with this section if the authorised
officer:
(a)
takes a number of those objects, and
(b)
divides the number so taken into the requisite number of parts so
that each part consists of one or more than one of the separate or
severable objects, and
(e)
deals with those parts in accordance with the preceding
provisions of this section.
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45

Samples to be submitted for analysis
An authorised officer must submit any sample obtained in accordance

with this Division for analysis under Division 2 unless no longer of the
opinion thai the sample ought 10 be analysed.

Division 2
46

Procedures relating to analyses

Compliance with Food Standards Code

A person who carries oul an analysis for the purposes of this Act is 10
comply with any requirements of the Food Standards Code relating to
the carrying out of analyses.
47

Certificate of analysis
(1) This section applies to an analysis that is carried out:

(a)

by an approved laboratory, or

(b)

by an approved analyst. or

(c)

under the supervision of an approved analyst,

for the purposes of this Act.
(2) On completion of an analysis to which this section applies:
(a)
the person in charge of the laboratory at which the analysis was
carried out, or

(b)

(e)

the approved anaiyst who carried out the analysis, or
the approved analyst who supervised the carrying out of the
analysis,

is to give lhe person who requested the analysis, or an agent of the
person, a certificate ofanalysis, in thc approved fonn, that complies with
the requirements of subsection (3).
(3) The certificate of analysis muse:
(a)
be dated and signed by the person in charge of the laboratory at
which tJle analysis was carried out or by the appmved analyst
who carried Oul the analysis or who supetVised the canying out
of the analysis, and
(b)
contain a written report ofthc analysis that sets out the findings,

""d
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(c)

specify the requirements, if any, of the Food Standards Code
relating to Ihe canying out orthe analysis and certify thai the
analysis was carried oul in accordance with those requirements.

Division 3
48

Approval of laboratories

Approval of laboratories

( I) The relevant authority may approve laboratories for the purposes of

carrying out analyses under this Act.
(2) A person providing or intending 10 provide analysis services at a
laboratory may make an application. in the approved fonn, to the relevant

authority for an approval of the laboratory WIder this Division.
(3) The relevant authority may, after considering an application for approval:
(a)
grant the application, with or without conditions, or
(b)

refuse the application.

(4) If the relevant authority grants an application for approval, it must issue
the applicant with a written approval thai sets OUI the conditions to which
the approval is subject.

(5) If the relevant authority refuses an application for approval, the relevant
authority must give notice ofthe refusal in writing to the applicant setting
out the reasons for the refusal.
49

Term of approval

Except during any period of suspension, an approval of a laboratory
granted under this Division remains in force until cancelled.
50

Approved laboratory to give notice of certaIn Interests

Theperson in charge ofan approved laooratory must notify the relevant
authority of any direct or indirect interest in any food business that a
person concemed in the lI1llIlagement of, or an employee of, the
approved laooratory has as soon as possible after becoming aware of that
interest

Maximwn penalty: $5,000.
51

Variation of conditions or suspension or cancellation of approval of
laboratory

( I ) The relevant authority may vary the condi tions of, or suspend or cancel,
the approval of a laboratory under this Division.
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(2) An approval ora laboratory may be suspended or cancelled on one or
more of the following grounds:
(a)
if the relevant authority is satisfied thai a person providing
services at the laboratory has wilfully or negligently contravened
or fai led to comply with any provision of this Act or the

regulations,
(b)

(c)

if the relevant authority is satisfied that a person providing
services al the laboratory has contravened a condition to which
the approval is subject,
if the relevant authority is satisfied thai a person in charge of.
concerned in the management of or employed by, the laboratory
has a direct or indirect interest in any food busin~ that, in the
opinion of the relevant authority, could affect the carrying out of
the laboratory's functions under this Act,

(d)
(e)

at the request of the person in charge of the laboratory,
for any other reason that the relevant authority considers
appropriate.

(3) The relevant authority may only vary the conditions ot: or suspend or

cancel, the approval of a laboratory:
(a)
after having given the person in charge of the laboratory:
(i)
written rea<;ons orits imention to vary, sll.<;pend or cancel,
~d

(b)

(ii)
an opportunity to make submissions, and
after having considered any submissions made by the person.

(4) Subsection (3) does not apply to the cancellation of an approval at the
request of the person in charge of the laboratory.
(5) A variation of the conditions of, or the suspension or cancellation of,
approval of a laboratory:
(a)
must be made by notice in writing, and
(b)
must be served on the person in charge of the laboratory, and
(e)
takes effect at the time at which the notice is served or at a later
time specified in the notice.
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52

Review of decisions relating to approval

(1) A person aggrieved by a decision of the relevant authority relating to any
of the following may apply to the appropriate review body for a review
of the decision:
(a)
the grant or refusal of an application for approval ora laboratory
under this Division,
(b)
the imposition of conditions on an approvaJ,
(e)
(d)

the variation of conditions ofan approval,
the suspension or cancellation of an approval.

(2) An application under this section may only bemade within 1Odays after
service of:

(a)
(b)
53

the written approval or notice of refusal under section 48, or
the notice of the variation, suspension or cancellation under
section 51.

List of approved laboratories to be maintained
(I) The relevant authority is to prepare and maintain a list of approved
laboratories.

(2) The list is to be made.publicly available and is to be revised at least
annually.

Division 4
54

Approval of analysts

Approval of persons to carry out analyses

(I) The relevant authority may approve natural persons for the purposes of
carrying out analyses under this Act.
(2) A natural person may make an application, in the approved fonn, to the
relevant authority for an approval under this Division.
(3) The application is to be accompanied by:
(a)
such infcmnation as the relevant authority requires 10 delennine
the application, and
(b)
the fee, if any, prescribed by the regulations.
(4) The relevant authority may, after considering an application fur approval:
(a)
grant the application, with or without conditions, or
(b)
refuse the application.
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(5) Ifthe relevant authority grants an application for approval, it must issue

the applicant with a written approval that sets out the conditions to whlch
the approval is subject.
(6) lfthe relevant authority refuses an application for approval, the relevant
authority must give notice of the refusal in writingto the applicant setting

out the reasons for the refusal.
55

Term of approval

Except during any period ofsuspension, an approval of a person granted
under this Division remains in force until cancelled.
56

Approved analyst to give notice of certain interests

A person who is an approved analyst must notify the relevant authority
of any direct or indirect interest in any food business that tbe person has
as soon as possible after becoming aware oftha! interest.
Maximum penalty: $5,000.
57

Variation of conditions or suspension or cancellation of approval of

analyst
(1) The relevant authority may vary the conditions of, or suspend or cancel,
an approval under this Division.
(2) An approval of a person under this Division may be suspended or
cancelled on one or more of the following grounds:
(a)
iftherelevantauthority is satisfied that Ihe person has wilfully or
negligently contravened any provision of this Act or the
regulations,
(b)
if the relevant authority is satisfied thai the person has
contravened a condition to which the approval is subject,
(c)

if the relevant authority is satisfied that the person has a direct or
indirect interest in any food business that, in the opinion of the
relevant authority, could affect the carrying out of the person's
functions under this Act,

(d)

at the request of the person,

(e)

for any other reason that the relevant authority considers
appropriate.
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(3) The relevant authority may only vary the conditions or, or suspend or

cancel, the approval of a person under this Division:
(a)

after having given the person:

(i)

written reasons orits intention to vary. suspend or cancel,

(ii)

an opportunity to make submissions, and

md
(b)

after baving considered any submissions made by the persorL

(4) Subsection (3) does not apply to the cancellation of an approval at the
request of the person to whom the approval relates.
(5) A variation aftlle conditionso4 anile suspension OJ' cancellation of, an
approval of a person under thls Division:
(a)
must be made by notice in writing, and
(b)
must be served on the person, and
(e)

takes effect at the time at which the notice is served or at a tater

time specified in the notice.
58

Review of decisions relating to approval
(I) A person aggrieved by a decision of the relevant authority relating to any
of the following may apply to the appropriate review body for a review
of the decision:
(a)

the grant or refusal of an application for approval under this
Division,

(b)

the imposition of conditions on an approval,

(c)

the variation of conditions of an approval,

(d)

the suspension or cancellation of an approval.

(2) An applicalion under this section may only be made within 10 days after
service of:

59

(a)

the written approval or notice of refusal under section 54, or

(b)

the notice of the variation, suspension or cancellation under
section 57.

list of approved analysts to be maintained

( I) The relevant authority is to prepare and maintain a list (of approved
analysts.

(2) The list is to be made publicly available and is 10 be revised at least

armually_
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Part 7 Auditing
Division 1
60

Approval of food safety auditors

Approval of food safety auditors

(I) The relevant authority may approve a natural person to be a food safety
auditor for the pwposes of III is Act iftllC relevant authority is satisfied

that the pen;on is competent to carry out the functions·of a food safety
auditor having regard to:
(a)
the person's technical skills and experience, and
(b)
any guidelines relating to competency criteria approved by the
relevant authority.
(2) A natural person may make an application, in the approved fonn, to the
relevant authority for an approval under this Part.
(3) The application is to be accompanied by;

(a)

such infonnation as the relevant authority requires to detennine
the application, and

(b)

the fee, if any, prescribed by the regulations.

(4) The relevant authority may, after considering an application for approval:
(a)
grant the application, with or without conditions, or
(b)
refuse the application.
(5) If the relevant authority grants an application for approval, it must issue

the applicant with a written approval that sets out any conditions to
which the approval is subject
(6) Ifthe relevant authority refuses an application for approval, the relevant
authority must give notice of the refusal in writing to the applicant selling
out the reasons for the refusal.

61

Term of approva l

Exeeptduring any period of suspension, an approval granted under this
Part remains in force for the period specified in the approval unless
sooner cancelled.
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62

Food safety auditor to give notice of certain Interests

( I) A food safety auditor must notify the relevant authority orany direct or
indirect interest in any food business that the auditor has as soon as
possible after becoming aware oftha! interest.

Maximum penalty: $5,000.
(2) Payment to an auditor for carrying out the functions of an auditor does
not constitute a direct or indirect interest in a food business for the
purposes of subsection ( 1).

63

Variation of conditions or suspension or cancellation of approval of
auditor

( I) The relevant authority may vary the conditions of, or suspend or cancel,
an approval under this Part.
(2) An approval of a person may be suspended or cancelled on one or more
of the following grounds:
(a)
if the relevantaulhority is satisfied that the person has wilfullyor
negligently contravened any provision of this Act or the

regulations,
(b)

(c)
(d)

(e)
(f)

if the relevant authority is satisfied that the person has
contravened a C(l[Idilion 10 which the approval is subject,
if the relevant authority is satisfied that the person has not
competently carried out any duty of an auditor under this Act,
if the relevant authority is satisfi ed that the person hIlS a direct or
indirect interest in any food business that, in the opinion of the
relevant authority, could affect the perfonnance of the person's
duties under this Act,
at the request of the person,
for any other reason that the relevant authority considers
appropriate.

(3) Payment to an auditor for perfonning the duties ofan audito r does not
constitute a direct or indire<:t interest in a food business for the purposes
of subsectioll (2) (d).
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(4) The relevant authority may only vary the conditions of, or suspend or
cancel, the approval of a person:

(a)

after having given the person:
(i)
written reasons of its intention to vary, suspend or cancel,
Md
(ii)

(b)

an opportunity to make submissions, and

after having considered any submissions made by the person.

(5) Subsection (4) does not apply to the canceUation of an approval al the

request of the person to whom the approval relates.
(6) A variation of the conditions of, or the suspension orcancellation of, the
approval of a person under this Part:
(a)

64

must be by notice in writing, and

(b)

must be served on the person to whom the approval relates, and

(e)

takes effect on the day on which the notice is served o r Oll a later
day specified in the notice.

Review of decisions relating to approvals

(1) A person aggrieved by a decision ofthe relevant authority relating to any
of the following may apply to the appropriate review body for a review
of the decision:
(a)

the grant or refusal of an application for an approval under this
Part,

(b)

the imposition of conditions on an approval,

(c)

the variation of conditions of an approval,

(d)

the suspension or cancellation of an approval.

(2) A person aggrieved by a decision relating to any of the following may
apply to the relevant authority for a review of the decision if the decision
was made by a body acting under a delegation given by the relevant
authority:

(a)

the grant or refusal of an application for an approval under this

Pm,
(b)

the imposition of conditions on an approval,

(c)
Cd)

the variation of conditions of an approval,
the suspension or cancellation of an approval.
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(3) Anapplication under this section mayonlybe made within 10 days after

seIYice of:
(a)
(b)

Division 2
65

the written approval or notice ofrefusallUlder section 60, or
the notice of the variation. suspension or cancellation under
section 63.

Auditing and reporting requirements

Food safety programs and auditing requirements

(I) The proprietor of a food business must ensure that any requirement
imposed by the regulations in relation to the preparation, implementation,
maintenance or monitoring of a food saf('ty program for the food
business is complied with.

Maximum penalty: $50,000 in the case ofan individmll and $250,000 in

the case of a corporation.
(2) The proprietor of a food business must ensure that any food safety
program required to be prepared by the regulations in relation to the food

business is audited at least as frequently as is detennmed under section
66 (I), or as redetennined lUlder section 69, in relation to the food
business.
Maximum penalty: $50,000 in the case of an individual and $250,000 in
the case of a corporation.
66

Priority classification system and frequ ency of auditi ng

( I) The appropriate enforcement agency must determine:
(a)
the priority classification of individual food businesses for the
purposes of the application of any requirements of the regulations
relating to food safety programs, and
(b)
the frequency of auditing 0 f any food safety programs required to
be prepare<! by the regulations in relation to the food businesses.
(2) The detennination must be made having regard loa priorityclassification
system for typ4;:s of food businesses approved by the relevant authority.
(3) The appropriate enforcement agency must provide written notification 10
the proprietor of a food business of:
(a)
the priority classification it hasdetennined for the food business,
~d
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(b)

the frequency of auditing ofany food safety programs required to
be prepared by the regulations in relation to the food business,

md
(c)

the date by which the food business must have implemented any
food safety program required to be prepared by the regulations in
relation to the food business.

(4) The appropriate enforcement agency may change the priority
classification of an individual food business if the appropriate
enforcement agency believes that the classification is inappropriate for

any reason, including as a result of changes made to the conduct of the
food business.
(S) The appropriate enforcement agency must provide written notification to
the proprietor ora food business arany change in priority classification
Of the food business under subsection (4).
67

Duties of food safety auditors

A food safety auditor has the following duties:
(a)
to carry out audits of any food safety programs required by the
regulations to be prepared in relation to food businesses having
regard 10 the requirements of the regulations,

68

carry out any necessary follow-up action, including further
audits, if necessary, to check to see if action has been taken to
remedy any deficiencies of any such food safety program
identified in an audit,

(b)

10

(c)

to carry out assessments of food businesses to ascertain their
compliance with requirements of the Food Safety Standards,

(d)

to report in accordance with seclion 68.

Reporting requirements
(I) A food safety auditor must report in writing to the appropriate
enforcement agency the results of any audit or assessment carried out by
the food safety auditor for the purposes of this Act.

(2) A report under subsection (I) must:
(a)

be in the prescribed fonn, and

(b)

be submitted to the appropriate enforcement agency within 21
days after the completion of the audit or assessment, and

(c)

take account of any action taken before the submission of the
report to remedy any deficiency identified by the food safety
auditor.
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(3) A food safety auditor must indicate in a report of an audit under

subsection (1):
(a)

whether or not the food safety auditor is of the opinion thai the
food business is being carried on in compliance with the
requirements of the regulations relating to food safety programs,

(b)

any such requirements that the food safety auditor is of the
opinion are being contravened in relatIOn to the food business and
the manner in which they are being contravened.

~d

(4) A food safety auditor must indicate in a report of an assessment under
subsection (1):

(a)

(b)

whether or not the food safety audi tor is of the opinion that the
food business is being carried on in compliance with the
provisions of the Food Safety Standards, and
any such provisions thai the food safety auditor is of the opinion
are being contravened in relation 10 the food business and the
manner in which they are being contravened.

(5) A food safety auditor must report any contravention of this Act, the
regulations relating to food safety programs, or the Food Safety
Standards that comes to the food safety auditor's attention in the course
of carrying out an audit or assessment for the purposes of this Act:
(a)

that is an imminent and serious risk to the safety offood intended
for saie, or

(b)

that w ill cause significant llilSuitability offood intended for sale,

as soon as possible but in any event within 24 hours after the
contravention comes to the food safety auditor's attention.
(6) A food safety auditor must report in writing to the appropriate
enforcement agency, giving reasons, if the food safety auditor considers
that the priorityclassificationofa food business that has been audited by
the food safety auditor should be changed.
(7) A copy of a report provided to the appropriate enforcement agency in
relation to an audit or assessment must be given to the proprietor of the
food business concerned.
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69

Rede termination of freque ncy of a uditing

( I) A food safety auditor may determine that the audit frequency of a food
safety program required by the regulations to be prepared for a food
business that has been audited by a food safety auditor bechanged from
the initial audit frequency applicable to a food business within the
relevant priority classification to another audit frequency within the range
of audit frequencies appropriate for food businesses within thai priority
dassification, as setout in the priority classification system referred to in
section

66.

(2) A food safety auditor must have regard to the following matters in
making such a detennination:
(a)
tbecompliance history of the food business concerned in relation
to any requirements of the regulations regarding food safety
programs and the requirements of the Food Safety Standards,
(b)
the audit compliance history (if 3J1y) established before the
commencement af the Food Safely Standards.
70

Certificates of authority of food safety auditors

(1) The relevant authority is to provide each food safety auditor with a

certificate of authority as a food safety auditor.
(2) The certificate of authority:
(a)
must state that it is issued under this Act, and
(b)

(c)
(d)
(e)

71

must give the name of the person to whom it is issued and bear
a photograph of that person and the person's signature, and
must state the date, if any, on which it expires, and
must specify any conditions to which the person's approval is
subject, and
must bear the signature of the person by whom it is issued and
state the capacity in which the person is acting in issuing the
certificate.

List of food safety auditors to be maintained

( I) The relevant authority is to prepare and maintain a list of food safety
auditors.
(2) The list is to be made publicly available and is to be revised at least
annually.
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72

Obstructing or impersonating food safety auditors

(I) A person must not, without reasonablecKcuse, resist, obstructor attempt
to obstruct, a food safety auditor in the exercise of the food safety

auditor's functions under this Act.
Maximwn penalty: $50,000 in the case of an individual and $2 50,000 in

the case of a corporation.
(2) A person who impersonates a food safety auditor is guiltyofan offence.
Maximum penalty: $50,000.
(3) A person who assaults a food safety aud itor in the exercise of the food
safety auditor's functions under this Act is gu ilty of an offence.

Maximum penalty: $50,000.
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Part 8 Notification and registration of food businesses
and approval of food premises
73

NotificatIon of conduct of food businesses

( I) The proprietor of a food business must not conduct the food business
urness the proprietor has given written notice, in the approved fonn, of
the infonnation specified in the Food Safety Standards that is 10 be
notified to the appropriate enforcement agency before the business is

conducted.

Maximum penalty; $50,000 in the case ofan individual and $ 120,000 in
the case of a corporation.
(2) The proprietor of a food business that is being conducted when the
notification requirements ofthe Food Safety Standards commence must
given written notice, in the approved fonn and within 3 months after the

commencement of those requirements. of the infonnation specified in the
Food Safety Standard that is to be notified to the appropriate enforcement
agency.
Maximum penalty: $50,000 in thecase oran individual and $120,000 in
the case of a corporation.
74

Exe mption in relation to notification of infonnation
Section 17 (to the extent to which it requires notification of thc
inforooa.ion referred to in section 73 (1) or (2» and section 73 do not
apply to the following food businesses:
(a)

(b)

any food business that is not requ ired by the Food Safety
Standards to notify that infonnation, or
any food business that is registered under this Actor under a law

prescribed by the regulations.
DRAFTING NOTE: Section 17 refers to section 17 in Annex A.
75

Registration of food businesses

(1) The appropriate enforcement agency may register a food business for the
purposes of this Part.
(2) The proprietor o f a food business may make an appl ication, in the
approved form, to the appropriate enforcement agency for the registration
of the food business under this Part.
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(3) The application is to be accompanied by:

(a)

if required by the appropriate enforcement agency, the design and
fitout specifications, in a form approved by the appropriate

enforcement agency, of any premises or proposed premises on
which food is to be handled in the course of conducting the food
business. and
(b)

such other infonnation as the appropriate enforcement agency

(e)

the fee, irany, prescribed by the regulations.

requires to detennine the application, and
(4) TIle appropriate enJorcemtml agency may, after considering an
application for registration:

(a)

grant the application, with or without conditions, or

refuse the application.
(5) If the appropriate enforcemenl agency grants an application for
registration, it must issue the applicant with a certificate of registration
(b)

that sets out the conditions to which the registration is subject.
(6) If the appropriate enforcement agency refuses an application for

reiPstrntion, the appropriate enforcement agency must give notice of the
refusaJ in writing to the applicant setting out the reasons for the refusal.

76

Renewal of registration
( I) The holder ofa certificate of registration under this Part may, at any time
during the currency of the registration, apply to the appropriate
enforcement agency for a renewal of the registration.
(2) The application is to be accompanied by such fee, if any, as is prescribed
by the regulations.

(3) The appropriate enforcement agency may, after considering an
application for renewal of registration:
(a)

grant the application, with or without conditions, or

(b)

refuse the applicatioIL

(4) Ifthe appropriate enforcement agency grants an application for renewal
of registration, the registration is renewed by the issue of a further
certificate of registration:
(a)

that takes effect from the expiry of the holder'sCWTeJlI certificate
of registration, or

(b)

if the certificate is issued after that expiry-thal takes effect, or
is taken to have effect, from the date specified in the certificate.
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(5) lfthe appropriate enforcement agency refuses an application for renewal
of registration. the appropriate enforcement agency must give notice of
the refusal in writing to the applicant setting out the reasons for the
refusal.
(6) Nothing in this section gives any force to acertificaleofregistration that
has expired or been cancelled, or otherwise affects the operation of
section 77.
77

Tenn of registration

Except during any period of suspension, the registration of a food
business granted under this Part remains in force for the period specified
in the certificate.
78

Variat ion of conditions or suspension or cancellation of registration of
food businesses

(I) The appropriate enforcement agency may vary the conditions of, or
suspend or cancel, the registration of a food business under this Part.
(2) The registration of a food business may be suspended or cancelled on
one or more of the following grounds:

(a)

(b)

(e)
(d)

if the appropriate enforcement agency is satisfied that there has
been a contravention of any provision of this Act or the
regulations in the conduct of the food business,
if the appropriate enforoement agency is satisfied that a condition
to which the registration is subject is being contravened by the
food business,
at the request of the holder of the certificate of registration,
for any other reason that the appropriate enforcement agency
considers appropriate.

(3) The appropriate enforcement agency may only vary the conditions of, or
suspend or cancel, the registration ofa food business after having given
the holder of the certificate of registration:

(a)
(b)

written notice of its intention to vary, suspend or cancel the
registration setting out its reasons, and
an opportunity to make submissions.

(4) Subsection (3) does not apply to the cancellation of registration at the
request of the holder of the certificate of registration.
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(5) A variation of the conditions of, or the suspension or cancellation of, the
registrntion of premises:
(a)

must be made by notice in writing, and

(b)

must be served on the holder of the certificate of registration, and

(c)

takes effect on the day on which the notice is served oron a later

day specified in the notice.
79

Review of decisions relating to registration
(I) A person aggrieved by a decision ofan enforcement agency re lating to
any of the following may apply to the appropriate review body for a

review of the decision:
the grant or refusal of an application for the registration, or the
renewal of registration, of a food business under this Part,
(b)
the imposition of conditions on the registration of a food business,
ee)
the variation of conditions of the registration of a food business,
Cd)
the suspension or cancellation of the registration of a food

(a)

business.
(2) An application under this section may only bemadewithin IOdaysafter:
(a)

the issue of the certificate of registration under section 75 (5) or
76 (4), or

(b)

the service of the notice of refusal under section 75 (6) or 76 (5),

(c)

the service of the notice of the variation, suspension or
cancellation under section 78 (5).

uc

80

Register of food businesses to be maintained

(I) Each enforcement agency is to prepare and maintain a list of:

(a)
(b)

food businesses notified to it under section 73, and
food businesses registered by it under section 75.

(2) The list is to be made publicly available and is to be revised at least
annually.
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Part 9 Administration
Relevant authority

Division 1
81

Functions of t he relevant authority in relation to this Act

(I) The relevant authority has such ftmctions in relation to the administration
oflhis Act as are conferred or imposed on it by or under this ACl

(2) In particular, the relevant authority has the foUowing fimctions in relation
to the administration of this Act:
(a)
to take measures to ensure that the provisions of this Act are
complied with,
(b)
to provide advice or recommendations to the Minister concerning
possible changes to this Act or the regulations:
(i)
that the relevant authority considers appropriate or
necessary, or
(ii)
that are proposed for consideration by the Australia New
Zealand Food Standards Council.

82

Delegation

(1) The relevant authority may delegate to:
(a)
(b)
(e)

a member ofstaffofthe relevant authority, or
an authorised officer, or
the holder of an office prescribed by the regulations.

any power of the relevant authority that is not specified in subsa::tion (2).
(2) The following powers of the relevant authority cannot be delegated:
(a)
the power of delegation conferred by this section,
(b)
any power under Pan 3 (Emergency powers) [of Annex A],
(c)
any power under Division 3 of Part 6 (Approval oflaboratories),
(d)
any power under Division 4 of Part 6 (Approval of analysts),
(e)
any power under Pan 7 (Auditing) other than sections 60, 63 and
70,
(f)
any power under section 84 (Conditions on exercise offunctions
by enforcement agencies),
(g)
any power under section 88 (Certificates of authority).
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(3) A delegate maysub-delegate to a person referred toin subsection (I) any
power delegated by the relevant authority ifthe delegate is authorised in
writing to do so by the relevant authority.
(4) A power must no! be delegated under this section to an enforcement
agency or the head of an enforcement agency without the consent in
writing of the enforcement agency or the head of the enforcement
agency.

Division 2
83

Functions of enforcement agencies

Functions of enforcement agencies in relation to this Act
(1) An enforcement agency has such functions in relation to the

administration of this Act as are conferred or imposed on it by or under
this Act or are delegated to it under this Act.

(2) A power conferred specifically on an enforcement agency (other than the
relevant authority) by this Act cannot be delegated.
84

Conditions on exercise of functions by enforcement agencies
The relevant authority, after consultation with an enforcement agency,
may, in writing, impose conditions or limitations on the exercise of
functions WIder this Act by the enforcement agency.

85

Exercise of functions by enforcement agencies
(1) The relevant authority may adopt national guidelines relating to the
exercise of its functions under this Act and may require other
enforcement agencies and authorised officers to adopt those guidelines
in the carrying out of their functions WIder this Act.

(2) In this section, natiollal guidelines means guidelines prepared for the
purposes of this section by the Australia New Zealand Food Authority.
86

Reports by enforcement agencies
(I) The head ofanenforcemenl agency(otherthan the relevant authority) is
to report to the relevant authority, al such intervals as the relevant
authority requires, on the performance of functions under this Act by
persons employed or engaged by the agency.
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(2) In addition to any report required under subsection (I), the head of an
enforcement agency is 10 forward to therelevant3ulhoritydetails orany

proceedings for an offence under this Act or the regulations taken by an
officer of the agency within one month nf the proceedings being finally
deal t with.
Division 3
87

Appointment of authorised officers

Appointment of authorised officers
( 1) An enforcement agency may appoint a person to be an authorised officer

forthe purposes of this Act, but only ifthe enforcement agency considers
the person has appropriate qualifications or experience 10 exercise the
functions of an authorised officer.
(2) Each enforcement agency is 10 prepare and maintain a list of authorised
officers appointed by it
88

Certificates of authority

(1) An enforcement agency is to provide each authorised officer appointed
by it with a certificate of authority as an authorised officer.
(2) The powers of an authorised officer may be limited by the authorised
officer's cenificate of authority.
(3) An authorised officer is required to produce the certificate of authority:
(a)
if requested to do so by the proprietor ofa food business whose
premises are entered by the authorised officer, or
(b)
if requested to do so by a person whom the authorised officer
requires to produce anything or to answer any question.

Division 4
89

Advisory committees

Establishment of advisory committees

(I) lbe Minister may establish advisory committees 10 assist the relevant
authority in th;:: exercise of its functions.
(2) An advisOly ooaUlut1ee is to oollsist uf UICIIJ~n;: appuintOO. frollJ pt!r.;Qns
having expertise in one or more of the following areas:
(a)
the food industry,
(b)
public health,
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(c)

the interests of consumers,

(d)

the enforcement of food legislation.

(3) In addition, the Minister may appoint as members of an advisory
committee persons having expertise in nutrition, toxicology, microbiology
and food technology and such other persons as the Minister considers
have appropriate expertise, qualifications or experience as will enable
them to make a valuable contribution to the advisory committee.
(4) The Minister may detennine the tcnn of office and remuneration of
members and the procedure of an advisory conunittee.
g()

Functions of advisory committees

An advisory committee has the following functions:

(a)

to provide advice to the Minister and the relevant authority on any
issu~ relating to food

as Ihe Minister or the relevant authority may

reqU ITe,

(b)

such other advisory functions relating to food as the Minister may
detenninc.
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Part 10 Procedural and evidentiary provisions
91

Nature of proceedings for offences

(1) Except as provided by subsection (3), proceedings for an offence under
this Act or the regulations may be dealt with:
(a)
summarily before a Local Court constituted by a Magistrate
sitting alone, or
(b)

before the Supreme Court in its summary jurisdiction.

(2) Ifproceedings are brought before a Local Court, the maximum monetary
penalty thai the Local Court may impose for the offence is $\0,000,

despite any higher maximum monetary penalty provided in respect orthe

offence.
(3) An offence under Division 1 of Part 2 [of Annex A] is to be prosecuted
on indictmenl

Drafting note: A provision to the effect of subclause (3) would be included by
those jurisdictions that want II) require the serious food offences to proceed on

indicnnent before a jury.
92

Institution of proceedings

(I) Proceedings for an offence under this Act or the regulations may only be
instituted:
(a)
unless paragraph (b) applies, within 12 months after the date on
which the offence is alleged to have been committed, or
(b)
if the proceedings are in respect of a sample offood, within 6
months after the date on which the sample was obtained.
(2) The court may extend the time referred to in subsection (1) for the
institution of proceedings.
(3) In any proceedings under this Act or the regulations in which an analyst's
certificate is to be used, the certificate is to be served with the summons
and the swnmons is to be made returnable not less than 14 days after the
date on which it is served.
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Penalty notices for certain offences

(I) An authorised officer may serve a penalty notice on a person ifil appears
to the officer that the person hasconunitted an offence under Division 2
of Part 2 (but only in relation to an offence for a contravention or failure
to comply with a provision of the Food Safety Standards and not in
relation to a failure to develop and implement a food safety program as
required by tbe regulations).
Drafting note: This is a reference to Part 2 of Annex A.
(2) The penalty for an offence that is dealt with by way of penalty notice is
$50()'
(3) A penalty notice is a notice to the effect that, if the person served does
not wish to have the matter detennined by a court, the person may pay,
within the time and to the person specified in the notice. the penalty

specified in subsection (2) forthe offence if dealt with under this section.
(4) A penalty notice is to be served personally or by post
(5) If the amount of the penalty specified in subsection (2) for an alleged
offence is paid under this section, no person is liable to any further
proceedings for the alleged offence.
(6) Payment under this section is not an admission of liability for the
purposes of, and does not affect or prejudice, any civil claim, action or
proceeding arising out of the same occurrence.
(7) This section does not limit the operation of any other provision of, or
made under, this or any other Act relating to proceedings that may be
taken in respect of offences.
94

Offences by employers

(I) If an employee contravenes any provision of this Act or the reguJations,
the employer is taken to have contravened the same provision.
(2) It is a defence in proceedings against an employer for such a
contravention if it is established that the employer could not, by the
exercise of due diligence, have prevented the contravention.
(3) An employer may be proceeded against and convicted under a provision
pursuantto lhis section whether or not the employee has been proceeded
against or been convicted under that provision.
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95

Offences by corporations

(I) Ifa corporation contravenes, whether by act or omission, any provision
of this Act or the regulations, each person who is a director of the

corporation or who is concerned in the management of the corporation
is taken to have contravened the same provision if the person knowingly
authorised or pennitted the contravention.

(2) A person may be proceeded against and convicted under a provision
pursuant to this section whether or not the corporation has been
proceeded against or been convicted under that provision.

(3) Nothing in this section affects any liability imposed on a corporation for
an offence committed by the corporation under this Act or the
regulations.
96

Liability of employees and agents

(I) Except as provided by subsection (2), it is no defence in proceedings for
an offence under this Act or the regulations thai the defendant was, at the
time of the commission of the offence, an employee or agent of another

"'=~
(2) In any proceedings for an offence under this Act or the regulations, it is
a defence for the defendant to prove that the defendant was under the
personal supervision of the proprietor of the food business, or the owner
or person in charge of the place or vehicle, in relation to which the
offence was committed or ofanother person representing that proprietor,
owner or person in charge.
97

No defence to allege deterioration of sample

In any proceedings for an offence under this Act or the regulations, it is
not a defence for a person to allege that any part ora sample retained for
future comparison with a sample that has been analysed has from natural
causes deteriorated, perished or Wldergone any material change in its
constitution.
98

Onus to prove certain matters on defendant

In any proceedings for an offence WIder this Act or the regulations
against a defendant who was responsible for making a statement on a
package or in an advertisement relating to the origin or composition of
the food in question or the therapeutic or nutritive properties of the effect
of the food, being a statement that is alleged to have caused the food to
be fhlsely described, the onus of proving the correctness of the statement
is on the defendant.
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99

Presumptions

In any proceedings for an offence under this Act or the regulations, it is
presumed until, on the balance of probabilities, the contrary is proved

that:
(a)

any substance or thing capable of being used as food that was
sold or prepared for sale or conveyed or intended for sale was
sold, prepared, conveyed or intended for sale for human

consumption, and
(b)

any substance or thing capable of being used as food is not for

(c)

human consumption ifit is prominer.t1y marked as not being for
human consumption, or with words to that effect, and
food that is part of a balch, lot or consignment of food of the
same class or description is representative of aU of the food in
that batch, lot or consignment, and

(d)

each part ora sample offood divided for the purpose of analysis
Wlder this Act is of Wliform composition with every other part of

(e)

a person who sold food in the conduct of a food business and
was not the proprietor of the food business sold the food as the
agent of the proprietor, and
a person who appears from any statement on a package
containing food for sale to have imported, manufactured, packed
or prepared the food is the importer, manufacturer, packager or
preparer of the food, as the case may be, and
food that has beensold toa consumer has been sold at some time
by any person who respectively imported, manufactured,
prepared or packed the food, and
a signature purporting to be that of the head of the relevant
authority or other officer of the authority, an authorised officer,
the person in charge of an approved laboratory or an approved
analyst is that signature.

that sample, and

(f)

(g)

(h)
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100

Certificate evidence and evidence of analysts

(1) A certificate of the result oran analysis obtained by the defendant or the
prosecution in proceedings for an offence under this Act or the
regulations is admissible in any such proceedings and evidence of the
facts stated in it if:
(a)
the certificate was issued in accordance with section 47, and
(b)
a copy of the certificate is served by the pernln who obtained it
on the other party to the proceedings at least 7 days before the
hearing.

(2) An analyst who carried out an analysis in relation to which a certificate
is produced as evidence in proceedings as referred to in subsection (I)
need not be called as a witness in the proceedings by the party producing
the certificate unless the court hearing the proceedings so orders
(whether on application made to it or by any other means).
(3) In any proceedings for an offence under this Act or the regulations, the
prosecution cannot rely on an analysis as evidence for the purposes of
those proceedings unless the person who carried out the analysis:
(a)
is employed or engaged by an approved laboratory, or
(b)
is an approved analyst, or
(c)
was acting under the supervision of an approved analyst.
(4) In any proceedings for an offence under this Act or the regulations:

(a)

(b)

a document purporting to be a copy of any registration, approval,
order, notice or authority under this Act is evidence of that
registration, approval, order, notice or authority, or
a document purporting to be signed by the head of the relevant
authority certifying that at a specified time or during a specified
period:
(i)
there was or was not in force any registration, approval,
order, notice or authority in relation 10 a specified person
or persons, and
that a registration, approval, order, notice or authority was
(ii)
or was not subject to specified conditions,
is evidence of the matters contained in the document, or
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(c)

101

a document purporting 10 be signed by the head of the relevant
authority certitying:
(i)
as to the receipt or otherwise orany notice, application or
payment, or
that any amount offees or other money is payable under
(ii)
this Act by a specified person and has not been paid at
the date of the certificate,
is evidence of the matters contained in the document.

Power of court to order further analysis

(I) In any proceedings for an offence under this Act or the regulations, the
court may, al the request of any party to the proceedings or on its own
motion, ifsatisfied that there is adisagreement between the evidence of
the analysts for the parties to the proceedings, order that the part or parts
of any sample retained under section 44 be sent by the enforcement

agency concerned to an independent analyst specified by the court or
agree<! to by the parties.
(2) An analyst who is sent a part or parts ofa sample for analysis under this
section is to make an analysis of that part or those parts for the
information of the court.
(3) Subject to section 105, the cost of an analysis under this section is to be
borne by the enforcement agency concerned.
102

Right of defendant to have third person before court

(I) A defendant charged with an offence under this Act or the regulations
who alleges that the contravention constituting the offence was due to the
act or default of another person may, on compliance with this section,
have that other person brought before the court by which the charge is
to be heard and detennined.
(2) Any such defendant who desires to use the provisions of this section:
(a)
must give the informant and the court written notice ofllis or her
intention to do so at least 7 days before the return date of the
srunmons in question, and
(b)
must include in that notice particulars ofllis or her claim that the
contravention was due to the actor default of another person and
that the defendant exercised due diligence to ensure compliance
with the provisions of this Actor the regulations in question, and
(c)
must lay an information against the other person for an offence
under this Act or the regulations.
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(3) The court is to issue a sununons directed to the other person requiring
the other person to appear before the court on the dale and at the time
and place specified in the summons and, where that date is 1101 the return
date for the original summons, is to adjourn the hearing of the original
charge to that date orthe hearing of both charges to a later date and is to
notifY the parties accordingly.
(4) On the hearing of the charges, the original informant or his or her legal
practitioner as weU as the other person who the defendant has alleged
committed the offence:
(a)
may cross-examine the defendant if the defendant gives evidence
and any witness called by the defendant, and
(b)
may call evidence in rebuttal.

(5) The court:
(a)

(b)

may convict the other person if the contravention or .failure to
comp! y with this Act or the regulations is proved and the original
defendant satisfies the court that the contravention was due to the
act or default of the other person, and
must dismiss the charge against the original defendant if, in
addition to satisfying the court that the contravention was due to
the act or default of the other person, the original defendant
satisfies the court that he or she exercised due diligence to ensure
compliance with the relevant provisions of this Act or the
regulations.

(6) Nothing in this section prevents the court from ordering that proceedings
against the other person be heard separately if the court considers that it
is necessary in the interests of juslice to do so.
103

Alternative defendants

(I) lfit appears to the enforcement agency that an offence under this Act or
the regulations has been committed in respect ofwhich some person may
be charged and the enforcement agency is reasonably satisfied that:
(a)
the offence was due to the act or default of some other person,
~d

(b)

the first -mentioned person could successfully defend a proceeding
by using the provisions of section 102,

the enforcement agency may cause to be instituted proceedings against
that other person for that offence without proceedings first being
instituted against the first-mentioned person.
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(2) In proceedings in accordance with this section, the other person may be
charged with !he offence with which the first-mentioned person might

have been charged and, on proof that the offence was due to the act or
default oftha! other person, that other person may be convicted of the
offence.
104

Disclosure by witnesses
(I ) In any proceedings for an offence under this Act or the regu lations, a
witness for the prosecution is not compelled to disclose the fact that the
witness received information, the nature of the information received or
!he name of the person from whom the information was ;eceived

(2) An authorised officer appearing as a witness in any proceedings is not
compelled to produce any document containing any confidential matter
made or received in his or her capacity as an authorised officer.

(3) Despite subclauses ( I) and (2), a court hearing proceedings for an
offence under this Act or the regulations may order the disclosure ofany
matter, orthe production of a docwnent, referred to in those subclauses
if the court considers that it is necessary in the interests of justice.
105

Court may order costs and expenses
Without affecting any other power of a court to award costs, a court that
hears proceedings for an offence under this Act or the regulations has
power to make such order as il thinks fil in respecl of the costs and
expenses ofand incidental to the examination, seizure, detention, storage,
analysis (including further analysis), destruction or other disposition of
any thing the subject of those proceedings.

106

Court may order forfeiture

A court by which a person is convicted ofan offenee under this Act or
the regulations may order the forfeiture to the Crown of any thing that
was used in the commissioo of the offence.
107

Court may order corrective advertising

A court by which a person (in this section relCrred to as the defendant)
is found guilty of an offence under Part 2 [of Annex A), may make one
or both of the following orders:
(a)
an order requiring the defendant to disclose in a particular manner
to the public, to a particular person or to a panicular class of
persons specified infonnation, or infonnation of a specified kind,
which the defendant possesses or to which the defendant has
access,
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(b)

an order requiring the defendant to publish, at his or her own
expense, in a manner and at times specified in the order,
advertisements the tenns ofwruch are specified in the order.
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Part 11
108

Miscellaneous

Protection from liability

( I) Any matter or thing done or omitted to be done by an enforcement
agency, an advisory committee, or a protected person does not, if the
matter or thing was done or omitted in good faith for the purpose of
executing any provision of this Act or any other law, subject a protected
person personally to any action, liability, claim or demand.
(2) In this seclion, prQrecml person means any ofllie following :
(a)
the Minister,
(b)

the head oran enforcement agency.

(c)

any member of the enforcement agency or of the staff of the

(d)

(e)
(f)

(g)

enforcement agency,
an authorised officer,
any person acting under the direction of the head of an
enforcement agency,
any member of an advisory committee,
a persOll employed by the Crown to carry Qut analyses for the
purposes of this Act or a person carrying out analyses under the
supervision of such a person.

109

Bribery

A person must not give, procure, offer or promise any bribe, recompense
or reward to influence any person in the exercise of fimctions or the
perfonnance of duties under this Act.
Maximum penalty: $50,000.
110

Disclosure of certain confidential infonnation

( I) A person who has, in connection with the administration orexecutionof
this Act, obtained infonnation relating to manufacturing secrets or
commercial secrets or working processes must not disclose that
infonnation unless the disclosure is made:
(a)
with the consent of the person from 'vhom the infonnation was
obtained, or
(b)
in connection with the administration or execution of this Act, or
(c)
for the purpose.~ of any legal proceedings arising out of this Act
or of any report of any such proceedings. or
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(d)

(e)

in accordance with a requirement imposed by or under this Act
or any other law, or
to a person administering or enforcing a law of another

jurisdiction that corresponds to this Act or allY other law
prescribed by the regulations, or

Ct)
(g)
(h)

to the Australia New Zealand Food Authority, or

to a law enforcement authority, or
with other lawful excuse.

Maximum penalty: $50,000.
(2) A person is not guiltyofan offence under this section if the information
was publicly avai lable al the time the disclosure concerned was made.

111

Publication of names of offenders

(1) The relevant authority may publish a notification under this section in Ute
Gazette or in a newspaper circulating in this jurisdiction in respect ofany
person who is convicted of an offence under this Act or the regulations
relating to the handling or sale of food or an employee or agent of whom
has been convicted of such an offence.
(2) The notification may only be published within 21 days after the
conviction unless an appeal is made against the conviction.
(3) If an appeal is made against the conviction, a notification under this
section must not be published unless a final order has been made on
appeal affinning the conviction, in which case, the notification may only
be published within 21 days of the final order being made.
(4) A notification under this section may contain:
(a)
the address of the relevant person's place of business, and
(b)

the trade or company name under which the company trades, if
relevant, and

(c)

a description of the nature of the offence, the decision of the
court, the penalty imposed or any forfeiture incurred, and

(d)

such other infonnation relating to the safety of the food concerned
as the relevant authori ty thinks necessary.

(5) No liability is incurred by a person for publishing in good faith:
(a)
a notification under this section, or
(b)

a fair report or summary of such a notification.
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112

Act to bind Crown

This Act binds the Crown in right of this jurisdiction and, in so Caras the
legislative power of the Legislature of this jurisdiction permits, the

Crown in all its other capacities.
11 3

Regulations

(\) The Govemormay make regulations, not inconsistent with this Act, for
or with respect to any matter that by this Act is required or permitted to
be prescribed or that is necessary or convenient to be prescribed for

canying out or giving effect to this Act, including the following:
(a)
requiring the preparation, implementation, maintenance and

monitoring of food safety programs for food businesses to ensure
that the provisions of this Act and the Food Standards Code are
complied with,
(b)

fees or charges for the purposes of this Act, including (but not

limited to) fees or char~es for the provision of infonnation, or for
the carrying out of any inspection or analysis (whether or not the
inspection or analysis was requested or agreed to), or in
connection with the notification of the use of any food business
or the registration of any food business,
(c)

fees for the mak ing of applications under this Act,

(d)

requirements for the notification by food businesses of
infonnation relating to the conduct of those food businesses.

(2) A regulation may create an offence punishable by a penalty not
exceeding $500.
(3) Ex.cept as provided by subsection (4), the regulations may apply, adopt
or incorporate, whether wholly or in part or with or without
modifications, any standard, code or other document as in force from
time to time or as in force at a particular time.
(4) The regulations may adopt orincorporate the Food Standards Code, but
only in whole, without modification and as in force from time to time.
114

Temporary emergency regulations
(1) Despite section 113 (4), regulations may be made under this Part that
contain provisions that are in addition to, or in substitution for, one or
more of the provisions ofilie Food Standards Code as iliose provisions
of the Code apply in this jurisdiction.
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Savings and transitional mQulallorls
(1)
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(2)
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he included ill Part It) if odoplnd.
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Service of Infringement notice

1
( ) An authorised::!'
:'r;;;:'~;.!''':;:~~':'::
An inli·ini:CJ.Il,0llI notice is not to relate to 4 or more offences.
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form of infringement notice

(a)
(b)

inftingeloo:l! notice is to:
be in an apl'ro\ied

and

the offimce 10 which

and
for

and

may
118

notice is to state
whom it is served
the nonce: but that on
so he or she may be
offence to which the notice relates.

Acceptane<! of infringement notie<!

A person may accept an infriugemonl notice

~(~~~~~~~,~~:~:r~w~,ft'th~~maeCnJ.eo~ti:ce(ff,Po~r~$~ion'~'iIhin
placcspc,cificd in me nolice wiiliin 21
afler

(b)

liohee a written
119

to pay the

Extension of ace"ptane<! period

sessions

couae it c~erk

llCe'cpl:am,e of tIull notice,

120

Payment
(I)

replXlselllaliollS I<) a clerk of
relation to Ille
to pay

sessions or
rufiount

A

amount is ro be
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(4) If a person fails to pay any amount in accordance with an 'Jndertaking,
the same proceedings may be taken against the person in respect of the
amount remaining outstanding as if it were a penalty imposed on the
pcfSQn on summary conviction.
121

Payments to council or Consolidated Fund

Any payments made in respect of an infringement notice:
(a)

are payable to a council, if the notice was served by the coLlncil,
0'

(b)
122

in any other case, are payable into the Consolidated Fund.

Effect of acceptance
(I) The acceptance ofan infringement notice is not anadmissionofliability
in any civil proceedings.
(2) Proceedings against a person for an offence to which an infringement
notice relates that has not been withdrawn must not be brought:
(a)

if the person accept" the infringement notice, or

(b)

within:
28 days after the notice was served, if the person has not
(i)

(ii)
123

been allowed an additional period under section 119, or
42 days after the notice was served, if the person has
been allowed an additional period under section 11 9,

Withdrawal of infringement notice

(I) The Director ora council or any person authorised by either of them may
withdraw an infringement notice served on a person if of the opinion that:
(a)
the infringement notice should not have been served, or
(b)
the person should be proceeded against for the offence to which
the nolice relates.

(2) An infringem("nt notice may be withdrawn whether or not it has been
accepted.
(3) An infringement notice is to be withdrawn:
(a)
by serving on a person a notice stating that the infringement
notice has been withdrawn, and
(b)
within J08 days after service of the infringement notice.
(4) A c1erk ofpettysessions or relevant council clerk must repay to a person
any amount paid by thai person in respect ofan infringement nolice thai
is withdrawn.
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Certain evidence not admissible

Evidence of the service, acceptance or withdrawal of an infringement
notice is not admissible in any proceedings for the offence to which the

notice relates.
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